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Stan - gave an overview of restoration planning; stated that Alex 
would speak on legal aspect of economic analysis; this is an 
initial seeping meeting; restoration group needs to get a better 
understanding of economic point of view; a secondary purpose is 
that we have three proposals put forth by the Department of Fish 
and Game to carry out economic restoration studies; need to 
evaluate those proposals; no members of federal economics team 
have seen the proposals; copies are being prepared; will give 
time to scan them; don't need to do a detailed critique but see 
if they fit with the emerging program; the Restoration Work Group 
consists of seven agencies which have worked together since 
January 1990 as a planning team and have identified a wide array 
of restoration options and concepts; are now evaluating individu
al ideas; focus of our efforts was doing this in the context of 
litigation and ultimately would have prepared a damage claim; 
basic job is still to identify options and formulate a restor a
tion plan which involves public participation; past public 
involvement had been kept to a minimum prior to the settlement; 
the charge in the settlement is still to restore, replace, 
acquire resources and enhance 

stan diagramed the following as a sequence to look at different 
restoration options: 

Injury - resource 
service 
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Regulate - human uses { R. , . ; hA'II"~.sts) ~,........~--·· 
/lt~•'j> .. 141; species and habitat man; r J ' ions . 

Habitat protection/pcf"' ''s: f){}_,. \../ \...___----/ 

Actions should be scientifically credible, objectiv~,~~e~=king 
decisions, and ecologically-oriented; all these are attributes of 
what we are trying to put in place; public participation is also 
important; there are political and social components to consider; 
economics comes in here; we need to have NRDA economic dimensions 

II 

incorporated in post settlement; in addition to all these at- / 
tributes, it has to be a common sense program for staffJ in ~ ""orJc,""'~ L -/ ·'' 
trenches and the public; it has to be cost efficient U 

Sandy - there is the need for application at the project l~yel; 
there may be impacts on the econo7 '"of the communj-ty ~/ 

1VIr p{t . . ~ L,.../ 
Alex- talked about theAregulat1ons ~ ~A the settlement; how 
they interplay and how he perceives them applying to the settle-
ment and the economics portion of them; ~ould like to see ~e , ~ 
~ of economists in the,~ reg~ will provide significant ~ 
guidance on how to proceed with restoration; the settlement 
consists of a number of documents: 

1. Settlement Agreement - says two governments must abide by 
the MOA 

2. Memo of Agreement - is really the document that tells us how 
to proceed with restoration 

NRPA- t ~
MOA defines restoration slightly different from the~ regulaElOns; 
MOA allows for enhancement of resources and services in addition 
to other things that can be done 

Applicability of DOI regulations: 

A. The MOA (settlement) provides that the governments do not 
elect to be bound by the DOI regulations 

B. The definition of restoration in the MOA differs from that 
in the DOI regulations: 

1. Restoration includes "restoration, rehabilitation, 
andjor acquisition of equivalent natural resources and 
the services those resources provide to the baselin~."~.nA vf 
43 CFR 11.82 C~c. .... ? ~-

2. Restoration means any action whi ch endeavors to "re
store to their pre-spill condition any natural resource 
injured, lost, or destroyed as a result of the Oil 
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Spill and the services provided by that resource or 
which substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed 
resource and affected services. Restoration includes 
all phases of injury assessment, restoration, replace
ment, and enhancement of natural resources, and acqui
sition of equivalent resources a nd services. {MOA 
paragraph II. K) 

c. Portions of the regulations have been disapproved by the 
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Ohio v . DOI. Those por
tions have been redrafted and circulated for comment . The 
comments are currently being reviewed. 

DO"X ilf."t ' s.,· ,o~~,. t"r', L/' 
The proposed ~ert1on &fA the regs deal with valuation; the section 
on valuations may be useful to RPWG and economists in determining 
how to address the services component of restoration; cost 
benefit analysis is a very large component; another aspect of the 
Ohio case is the grossly disproportionate test; how that applies 
is that the court opinion suggests that it be applied to the cost 
benefit analysis in determining which £_es"Go~1on option woul,d be~ ..--
selected; the Trustees should lopk t~t:ec:ttflical feasibility Df- ,... e,fr,. V 
project, natural recoveh y per~, acquisition of equivalent land~1 

there are ten fac~or~~nt~or has proposed that they would ___ I 
apply the gross d1sproport1onate tesy--~ ~ M" ,_d ~ ~' I 

The proposed regs are (1) not going to apply a hard and fast 
rule; trustees will have discretion and (2} there should sti l l be J 

application of gross disproportionate test but specifically they 
are an initial set of comments and do not intend that the Trust-
ees will be bound to the 3 to 1 analysis; the Trustees have a 
little more discretion than Rerceived from the opinion but s h ould 
13& able 4:& justifyll'deviati.fS'f ~ 

~ 
The proposed regulations provide for the development of a "Resto-
ration and Compensation Determination Plan." The trustees must 
develop a reasonable number of restoration alternatives, the 
purpose of which is to: 

a. Return the injured natural resource to its baseline 
condition. 

b . Return the level of services provided to the public by 
the natural resource to its baseline level . 

1. Services means "the physical and biological func
tions performed by the resources including the 
human uses of those functions. These services are 
the result of the physical, chemical, or biologi
cal quality of the resource." 43 CFR 11 . 14. 

c. Baseline means the condition or conditions that would 
have existed at the assessment area had the discharge 
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not occurred. . / 

.:tt//tA.~ ll.A ~ Comment - from the literature, , • 'ise- of GDT and restoration 
costs and burden operates from the assumption that someone takes 
an action that results in damage and another party is trying to 
predict what the liability will be for that action; GDT argument 
would seem to make sense; Exxon already ~nows what their liabili
ty is, so why would th~,r grosE/tdi~pro_p..G-rtionate test enter into 
this ~ v d' ~ 

Alex - ~1\this finite pot of money for the next ten years; we 
should pick the one that is most cost ef~igient; t~e have been 

~ h@]rgs i n the press ~-suggestions ~~~~ine ~ks; a more 
serious and viable one is a marine research institute; some of 
the things may affect the size of the pot of money spent on hands 
-on restoration 

Comment - who would intervene and say a marine sanctuary is not a 
viable option? 

Alex - environmentalists, fishermen, Native corporations, Exxon , 
... each other; would not be surprised to see Exxon take a some
what critical role in the restoration process 

Comment - regarding payments 

Alex - there is a provision for the reopener clause for damage 
that was not foreseeable; there is a provision for reopening 
claims for upward of 100 million dollars; the other part is that 
the restoration process will become public within 90 days of 
settlement; has not figured out how public participation will be 
accomplished 

Susan - may be s.Jued; /need to establish we are doing i .t with 
correct analysis ~ .~ ,J/ ~ ~ 

~.... Qrl ,~ -hlhe.- ~ 
Stan - fl~ a public trust1 and~ will need~a record 

Alex - Trustees have a fiduciary obligation 

Mark - public and courts have a handle in making sure the trust
ees maintain public trust; GDT may be used to shoot down some 
options 

Alex - MOA says we are not bound by regs 

Stan - in proposed DOI revisions, it boils down to cost benefit 
and cost effectiveness (the least cost alternative that delivers 
the desired results); a little ambiguity when referring to 
alternative (a suite of projects) 

are bound by 
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Susan - do we have to do grossly disproportionate? 

comment - may not eve~ be r~ant 
~ tnt~ ..-~,.,. ~ 

Alex -A address~ inadvertent or accidental discharge 

Comment - disproportionate rule benefits t h e spiller 

(;
flP"" r, ~,...r..v -· 

Ken - the parallel is back to the EIS process wh~ou have a 
reasonable set of options;A~ used the red ; face test in propos
ing projects; need some bounds for what suite of alternatives 
that we put forth 

Comment - regarding GDT, does the law describe cost as social 
cost? 

Alex - don't know 
~---·· 

fl-.f~ 
Stan - does GOT :imvolv9l aJ valuation of the damaged or undamaged 
resource? n ~ 

of ~~ 
Alex - value~ resource and service; don't know how you would 
separate them 

Comment - can't understand why you would want to consume more 
value than you produce, is it because of political restraints? 

Art - enhancement constraints may force us into this; an example 
would be recreation enhancement opportunities 

Mark - another example is a unique salt marsh that would cost a 
lot to fix; in terms of value to ecosystem, may be more impor
tant than value in dollars and cents 

Alex - in the preamble to the proposed regs in terms of cost 
benefit: 

the trustee should consider the relationship of the expected 
costs of an alternative to the benefits from the implementa
tion of that alternative, both in ter~s of the recovery of 
the resource and the benefits to the public that would 
result. This consideration is not intended to be a straight 
cost/benefit analysis. The trustee should weigh circum
stances unique to each assessment against the expected 
alternative costs. Such circumstances might include season
al conditions, e.g., long winters resulting in a short field 
sampling season requiring extra personnel, overtime, and 
high travel costs. All relevant consideration that might 
affect the weighing of costs and benefits should be taken 
into account by the trustee on a case-by-case basis. The 
trustee will document this consideration within the Restora
tion and Compensation Determination Plan that is subject to 
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public review and comment. 

- least cost is being addressed in 

tan - that is 
inimize cost 

wanted to 

injury 

receives t 

we want to 

Stan - need to hear some thoughts from the economists on what is 
cost effective; what basic elements do we need in our program 

Comment - need to define what you mean by cost and also what i~ ~ 
the goal / \___ , ·· ~ 

G At:h '.., ; ),'11 '1 ___.._../ /~rJ,..,.4 
Stan - our goal is recovery; to cte n :sli 111-t fi:B:mi would 15S~pre-spill 
conditions such as composition, abundance, and a healthy syst em 
with functional integrity as prior to spi~~L~~.t:tlement is very 
explicit about pre-spill condition/ e al17 us to enhance 

Susan - regarding cost benefit, aren't there ~pertain categories 
of cost to look at ~ 

Comment - There are engineering cost[ and land acquisition cosf ; 
have to go to the political arena to choose among options 

Alex - suggest we begin with task of making ecosystem whole; if 
trustees ask us to deviate, we can deal with those questions as 

L-----/· 

they arise ~~~ ~ . . . ,, 
Stan - when talk1ng about alternat1ves, one could have~alternat- 1 

ives consisting of suites of actionSthat have different emphas• s; ~ 
need to package this in way that the public will get a handle qn 
the range of strategies; may have several different packages; Art 
prepared a restoration plan decision diagram; it gives a good 
sequence for making decisions 

Comments - is this a time sequenc~? 

Stan - conceptually it is npt a time sequence 
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Art - run options through decision tree 

Stan - it is a series of decisions made in sequence but not 
spread out over ten years 

10 minute break 

Stan - the RPWG is working on a process by which we are identify
ing the relevant habitats; showing which ones are on public and 
private land and ultimately enabling us to make recommendations 
to the trustees; need ~~:translate from the conceptu_.al down to 
the spec if icJ which~r enable us to ge~ down verst 

t/Pfl v..t > 
Jeff- had an opportunity to see ~~ projects generated by 
biologist for fisheries and can't see where benefit$ side is 
equal; if cost effective analysis is to be a meaningful exercise, 
you have to make sure Vtwo pr~~s have identical benefits 

t h t#t.tb~ . t . . f Commen - RPWG as o r1ng econom1s s some very prec1se 1n orma-
tion about the physical attributes, status of resource, level of 
/r 'ecovery and rate at which that recovery will occur .£.g:p 'l:;aea_~ k~ 

~/ tell RPWG about the cost benefit; will be hard for economists to 
do much in a quantitative way otherwise 

..... 

~I 

Mark - that would be requesting a level of understanding of the 
ecosystem that we don't possess 

Comment - can't definitively determine cost/ benefit unless very 
precise about benefit scheme 

Art - if we decrease the recovery time, is that a benefit? 

Comment - would have to see an explicit example / 
sr,.,~e ses. p /,'hr., Jl...r-e 

John- are getting some information from a co:Qt;Fast cJea ljng wi t h --< -
:ast iz mtiBg 0-? "t.c~v-e/ l'.r~...,.. e,,,'/"t::J-'1 __ ,-rJ dishtr/..~tvtc~s ~-· 

Art- Alternatives are no action, management actio~ and direct 
intervention ac~ 

Comment ~~~ tell us difference in cost an~drod ctivity; one 
dollars and one physical units; ~/trick way of computing 

~ ()A/v 
Ken - putting in a net present value 

Comment - the problem in reality is that the political decision 
will be made; all they l can do is ~mmarize the information in a 
useful way eanroMt'\f-.i\_/" 

in 

Comment - the one advantage is that the goal is defined to p r e
spill equilibrium; can determine relative performance of options 
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Comment - are you talking only about direct cost of obtaining the 
alternative? 

Art - there are al~nefits that might accrue 

Comment -~ you can ass i gn economic values ; how much mon ey 
and how much credibility do you want to assign to the methods? 

~oes n ot app ±y but can be used ~e ~sxens aS?a 

but 

of NEPA regulations, can only 

action or 

good deal of money eaten up in 

Mark - would like to get a summary of where we a r e in terms of 
cost effectiveness; what can we do to make an administrative 
record to show that we have considered this 

dv"'~ .. ut'o A 
Stan - if someone were assigned to provide an economic ~~to 
the RPWG, what types of steps do we need to be going through? 

Comment - have to be sure everyone is talking about the same 
questions ;- e o onom i s t s.rQ infamous for ansueriug t he wrong~ 
kion s ; h ave t o bave t he c oncepts na i lQd dovm 

Art - need to use an example 'iJQ: a :r:e fo c:ed i~ such as Harlequin 
Duck / 

Comment - important to date your expenditures 

1 / 

' 

I 

~-

~· 

Art - what about costs of land? 

Comment - management and monitoring are costs~ornist 
know about 

~/ 
needs to 

Stan - it's not the purchase of land that improves productivity 
but rather it prevents further degradation of the environment i n 
which the duck is nesting 

Comment - what are things that will go away as a result of 
purchase of land? 

8 
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stan - when cost is incurred and when the benefits are realized 
should be noted; maintenance operating cost and at what intervals 
are also information we desire to have; another is planning and 
compliance cost; 

Stan diagramed the following for project costs: 

Internal Project Costs 

Planning/compliance 
Construction/acquisition 
when incurred 
when benefit realized (rate of benefit accrual) 
maintenance 

-interval 
administrative/fixed 

Benefit 
service restored 
when realized 

-rate of accrual 

External Project Costs 

Costs 
lost use 

-technical spill overs 

community/Regional Impact 

who gains? 
who loses? 
how much? 

Benefit 
services restored 

-joint products 
-additional benefits 

Art - would we need to provide a no action scenario? 

Comment - yes 

Comment - some of these lost uses are lost property, and others 
are de facto losses that are not recognized under the law 

Comment - you can't collect what you never owned 

Comment - be careful of double counting 

Stan - do we need to look at economic impacts? 

Art - would be politically impossible not to 
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Comment - we don't have the data to give us a stable model 

Sandy - would rather be criticized for what we have done than 
what we have not done 

Art - we should be able to quantify losses to fishermen 

Comment - in the absence of evidence to the contrary, each option 
has the same repercussion effect 

stan - is there potentially a non-trivial effect? 

Art - who determines what is trivial? 

Mark - the Trustees 

Comment - there may be multiple objectives; economics deals with 
efficiency and equity; economic impact assessment only explains 
to the best of your ability 

Comment - inputjoutput is a loaded term and should be substituted 
with communityjregional impact 

Comment - in a cost benefit analysis, it is appropriate to list 
your errors and biases 

Break for lunch at 12:15 

Stan - work group needs to huddle together to make good use of 
time this afternoon with economist; will meet at 12:45 

Stan - work group met and tried to frame a few more questions for 
the economists; here are a few things we need to know more about: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

Is framework appropriate 
Methods - where do we go to get some insight to establish a 
program 
Level or rigorousness needed to satisfy Trustees 
What kind of staff capabi~it is requ2'red ~taff economi st) 
. . w.t . 

we tr1ed to art1culate the goals; ~eed to ave valuat1ons of re-
sources and injuries to make judgments ~ ·~ 

Comment - it is not a monetary measure but a performance measure 

Mark - we are expending money we recovered for lost use and 
returning it in the form of enhancement; we are compensating the 
people through enhancement beyond pre-spill 

10 
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economists , !J.f ~ J 
Comment ~ed an economist to compute costs,.! minimum protocols 
need to be established 

Stan - would you need a committee to meet to hammer out proto
cols? 

Comment- yes; may.get a few people together to draw up a propos-

al ...<".4.1. ~
1 

)'"Vf)l 
Stan -~does Fi and Game do cost estimation the same way? 

Comment - have to make sure they are expressed in the form of 
marginal costs 

Stan - have to have a way to calculate basic cost 

Mark - not comfortable that we have identified a way to keep the 
economic analysis cost down and make it defensible; need to reach 
closure on what level of economic analysis is needed 

Susan - maybe if agencies have a standard method of doing cost 
analysis, it might help to look at it 

Comment - not aware of anything agency-specific for cost analysis 

Susan - EPA does 

Art - gave the classes of restorable options 

Comment - what are the five most important? J 
~ Art - we selected the most defensible ones 1 

~~k~ 
Stan diagramed the following species4for restitution: 

Sea Otter 
Dolly VardenjCutthroat 
Harlequin Duck 
Common Murre 

Stan - there are no competing alternatives for Sea Otters, 
Harlequin Duck, or Common Murre; can only maintain the environ
ment in which they live; need to look for things that benefit~ 
multiple resources 

Comment - if you need to do it on political grounds, you need a 
political scientist; what is the nature of the form to resolve 
disputes 

Alex - even Trustees can't make decisions completely in a vacuum; 
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decisions must be defended 

Break at 2:15 

Ken - need to look at the three proposals for economic studie!s 
this year; see how they fit into restoration program 

Comment - (overview of proposed projects) - developed a demon
stration project to show how cost benefit analysis could be ~Lsed; 
damage assessment would probably concentrate on consumer surplus; 
should be more concentration on the supply function and the 
industry cost function; put together proposal for project study 
#1 for commercial fisheries restoration; two economist would be 
John Boyce and Matt Berman for this project; would get them 
access to confidential fish files; funds are in the budget but 
want advice as to whether to carry out studies 

Comment - why did you decide to ignore consumer surplus? 

Comment - this is not an importjexport model 

Art - would managemental differential be shown in this model:' 

Comment - could ask managers to provide us with that 

Sandy - is it correct to consider this a desk study? 

Comment - yes; data already here 

Sandy - how long would it take you? 

Comment - a year to get the model developed 

Comment - what is the kind of precision that is going to be used 
to make decisions on restoration allocation; do we contemplat:e 
doing studies that will provide estimates like this for all t:he 
restoration projects? is this kind of fine tuning necessary? 

stan - there are different answers to that questions; fisheries, 
land acquisition and economic implication, and recreation are 
three areas most likely to need economic studies beyond the 
routine 

Mark - how can we do something most cheaply that will be defe!nsi
ble? what is the level? 

Art - does model deal with management actions? 

Comment - it would be capable of estimating management issues 

Art - why isn't it being done as part of regular management 
budget? 

14 
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Comment - been trying to convince Fish and Game to do this for 
half a decade 

John - would hate to see a decision made regarding enhancing pink 
salmon without a cost benefit analysis; need the kind of data the 
model will give us 

Comment - take best estimates you can find; how much can you 
improve estimates of archaeological studies? doesn't know ho~r to 
spend the money 

susan - do you have to justify economically? 

Comment - not required to by law 

Art - is the money already allocated for fisheries 

Stan - money allocated for restoration is subject to NRDA approv
al 
Alex - to avoid the appearance of an agency getting its own work 
done with restoration money, work group should take a look at: 
this kind of question in a broader prospective and make the 
decision that these should be done as pilot projects 

Sandy - appropriate context is to hold next year's program 

Stan - difficulty is the projects have been on the table for six 
months; should be on a faster track 

Comment - could you be more precise on the nature and how cost 
function will be estimated? 

Comment - recommends having a conference call with John Boyce~ 

Stan - looking for some indication that conceptually these are 
worth looking further at; should hear other two proposals andl 
have some discussion on them 

Comment - (proposal regarding Dolly VardenjCutthroat project) -
this proposes to use some models and information that was devel
oped for management purposes by the Dept. of Fish and Game about 
cost and benefits associated with management actions and regula
tory proposals; began in Cook Inlet on problems with King Salmon 
and then the next important question came up in Southeastern; 
probably won't get to PWS before restoration begins; history -
had inputjoutput models for impact estimates and developed some 
discrete choice models for benefit analysis; committed to a 
voluntary experimental approach; made more sophisticated mode~ls 
that have computer based models that give changes in benefits; 
going out and evaluating stocks in non-oiled areas to see if they 
are up to supporting displaced resources; might take some manage
ment action to move sport fishing from oiled areas to other 
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areas; values on discrete choice models tend to be very small; 
have an annual survey in which usage is measured all over the! 
state; all of this was directed at assessing benefits 

Ken - focus is on dolly varden and cutthroat? 

Comment - yes, but the direction kept changing 

Ken - what if we wanted to look at all recreation fishing? 

Comment - they would do that; would refine models so they could 
do that 

Comment - economists love to make assumptions; model is incre~di
ble but is the cost worth it; what are you willing to pay for the 
extra precision? 

Stan - can anyone talk about Scott Goldsmith's project? 

Comment - the most accurate way to describe what Scott wants to 
do is conduct a survey on household consumption data and try to 
refine some impact models he is already operating; suggestion to 
do economic impact assessment and relate it to fisheries in the 
oil spill affected areas 

Art - unfair to have someone to explain someone else's project 

Susan - how do these two fit together? 

Comment - describe employment and personal income changes in sub
regions in the state 

Comment - if you decide to estimate economic impacts, then these 
are the kinds of things you would want to do; only small part:s of 
big picture · 

Comment - if you decide to do these things, it is best to go with 
an available mode 

Ken - need to bring this to some kind of closure; could we as;k 
our peer reviewers to take these back and maybe get on conference 
call with PI and then later get on conference call with RPWG 
before making a final decision? do we want this level of analy
sis? 

Alex - seems appropriate 

Susan - could we get technical reviews so we can figure out how 
we want to extrapolate this to the larger picture? 

stan - not sure we should hold them hostage to our not havin9 
identified the other elements we need; we have money to do these 
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on hand 

Mark - just because we want additional information, does not mean 
we want this level of detail 

Peg - are you setting up an expectation? 

Mark - what level of information is needed; if we don't need it 
for other studies, we don't need it for these 

Alex - is there a need to do some level of investigation? 
Comment - would want to know are there other proposals out there 
that could do the same thing for better or for less 

Comment - felt the whole assessment process cost 8 or 10 time~s 
what it should have; wondering about other opportunities out 
there 

Comment - strategy does not accomplish returning ecosystem as a 
whole to pre-spill conditions; someone will have to integrate~ all 
component parts from models; need to redefine the goal; one 
definition is not consistent with how you are strategically 
attacking it 

Stan - no simple answer, have to use the hand dealt us; damage 
assessments were charismatic species-driven; have tried to 
operate on a couple of different levels; one is on a species
specific action that can restore or enhance; we need to lao~~ at 
individual species opportunities for restoration and need to look 
at habitat level approach that benefits multiple species 

Comment - hard to integrate without a little background conte~xt 

Stan - believe there are beds of mussels that are sinks for oil 
and are prey for a variety of predators; several species are 
experiencing long-term decline; may be something we can do to 
restore prey base 

Art - the action taken was a response action; an attempt to ~1ork 
on the entire ecological system 

Comment - seems you are starting at the upper end; could fert:il
ize and plant 

stan - invested money in fichus for a while 

Ken - what do we want to do with the three studies? 

Susan - would appreciate a technical review 

Ken - would be hard to review the third one 
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Comment - would encourage review with the authors 

Stan - could we arrange a conference call? we could organize it; 
would you be willing to chat with individuals? recognizing we 
have not resolved some of the larger issues 

Alex - Gardner's services are rather expensive 

stan - what are we looking at 3 or 4 hours? 

Gardner - is not worth it? 

Stan - learned some things; RPWG has a lot more thinking to do 

George - when calling his office, extension 1886 rings into his 
office, 1885 disappears 

Comment - Ben Chambers sends his regards; :is in NOAA restoration 
office in Washington on November 20th for a meeting 

Meeting adjourned at 4:00. 
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Alex Swiderski 
Peg Kehrer 
Stan Senner 
Regina Sleater 
Barbara Iseah 

Meeting began at 9:15 
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stan - gave an overview of restoration planning; stated that ~.lex 
would speak on legal aspect of economic analysis; this is an 
initial seeping meeting; restoration group needs to get a bett:er 
understanding of economic point of view; a secondary purpose is 
that we have three proposals put forth by the Department of Fish 
and Game to carry out economic,restoration studies; need to 
evaluate those proposals; no members of federal economics team 
have seen the proposals; copies are being prepared; will give 
time to scan them; don't need to do a detailed critique but SE~e 
if they fit with the emerging program; the Restoration Work Group 
consists of seven agencies which have worke;d together since 
January 1990 as a planning team and have identified a wide array 
of restoration options and concepts; are now evaluating individu
al ideas; focus of our efforts was doing this in the context of 
litigation and ultimately would have prepared a damage claim; 
basic job is still to identify options and formulate a restora
tion plan which involves public participation; past public 
involvement had been kept to a minimum prior to the settlement; 
the charge in the settlement is still to re~store, replace, 
acquire resources and enhance 

Stan diagramed the following as a sequence to look at different 
restoration options: 

Injury - resource 
service 
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Regulate - human uses 
species and habitat manipulations 

Direct- replacement 
equivalent resources 

Habitat protection 

Actions should be scientifically credible, objective for making 
decisions, and ecologically-oriented; all these are attributes of 
what we are trying to put in place; public participation is also 
important; there are political and social components to consider; 
economics comes in here; we need to have NRDA economic dimensions 
incorporated in post settlement; in addition to all these at
tributes, it has to be a common sense program for staff in 
trenches and the public; it has to be cost efficient 

Sandy - there is the nted for application at the project level; 
there may be impacts on the economics of the community 

Alex - talked about the regulations (NRDA) in the settlement; how 
they interplay and how he perceives them applying to the settle
ment and the economics portion of them; would like to see the 
role of economists in the regs; regs will provide significant 
guidance on how to proceed with restoration; the settlement 
consists of a number of documents: 

1. Settlement Agreement - says two governments must abide by 
the MOA 

2. Memo of Agreement - is really the document that tells us how 
to proceed with restoratipn 

MOA defines restoration slightly different from the regulations; 
MOA allows for enhancement of resources and services in addition 
to other things that can be done 

Applicability of DOI regulations: 

A. The MOA (settlement) provides that the governments do not: 
elect to be bound by the DOI regulations 

B. The definition of restoration in the MOA differs from that 
in the DOI regulations: 

1. Restoration includes "restoration, rehabilitation, 
andjor acquisition of equivalent natural resources and 
the services those resources provide to the baseline. 11 

43 CFR 11.82 

2. Restoration means any action which endeavors to "re·
store to their pre-spill condition any natural resource 
injured, lost, or destroyed as a result of the Oil 
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Spill and the services provided by that resource or 
which substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed 
resource and affected services. Restoration includes 
all phases of injury assessment, restoration, replace
ment, and enhancement of natural resources, and acqui
sition of equivalent resources and services. {MOA 
paragraph II. K) 

c. Portions of the regulations have been disapproved by the 
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Ohio v. DOI. Those por
tions have been redrafted and circulated for comment. The 
comments are currently being reviewed. 

The proposed portion of the regs deal with valuation; the section 
on valuations may be useful to RPWG and economists in determining 
how to address the services component of restoration; cost 
benefit analysis is a very large component; another aspect of the 
Ohio case is the grossly disproportionate test; how that applies 
is that the court opinion suggests that it lbe applied to the cost 
benefit analysis in determining which restoration option would be 
selected; the Trustees should look to technical feasibility 
project, natural recovery period, acquisition of equivalent land; 
there are ten factors; Interior has proposed that they would 
apply the gross disproportionate test. 

The proposed regs are (l) not going to apply a hard and fast 
rule; trustees will have discretion and (2) there should still be 
application of gross disproportionate test Jbut specifically they 
are an initial set of comments and do not intend that the Trust
ees will be bound to the 3 to 1 analysis; the Trustees have a 
little more discretion than perceived from ·the opinion but should 
be able to justify deviating; 

The proposed regulations provide for the development of a "Resto
ration and Compensation Determination Plan." The trustees must 
develop a reasonable number of restoration alternatives, the 
purpose of which is to: 

a. Return the injured natural resource to its baseline 
condition. 

b. Return the level of services provided to the public by 
the natural resource to its baseline level. 

1. Services means "the physical and biological func
tions performed by the resources including the 
human uses of those functions. These services are 
the result of the physical, chemical, or biologi
cal quality of the resource." 43 CFR 11.14. 

c. Baseline means the condition or conditions that would 
have existed at the assessment area had the discharge 
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not occurred. 

Comment - from the literature, exercise of GDT and restoration 
costs and burden operates from the assumption that someone takes 
an action that results in damage and another party is trying to 
predict what the liability will be for that action; GDT argument 
would seem to make sense; Exxon already knmws what their liabili
ty is, so why would the gross disproportionate test enter into 
this 

Alex - have this finite pot of money for the next ten years; w,e 
should pick the one that is most cost efficient; there have be,en 
things in the press with suggestions of marine parks; a more 
serious and viable one is a marine research institute; some of 
the things may affect the size of the pot of money spent on hands 
-on restoration 

Comment - who would intervene and say a marine sanctuary is not a 
viable option? 

Alex - environmentalists, fishermen, Native corporations, Exxon, 
... each other; would not be surprised to see Exxon take a some
what critical role in the restoration process 

Comment - regarding payments 

Alex - there is a provision for the reopener clause for damage 
that was not foreseeable; there is a provision for reopening 
claims for upward of 100 million dollars; the other part is that 
the restoration process will become public within 90 days of 
settlement; has not figured out how public participation will be 
accomplished 

Susan - may be sued; need to establish we are doing it with 
correct analysis 

Stan - have a public trust and will need a record 

Alex - Trustees have a fiduciary obligation 

Mark - public and courts have a handle in making sure the trust
ees maintain public trust; GDT may be used to shoot down some 
options 

Alex - MOA says we are not bound by regs 

Stan - in proposed DOI revisions, it boils down to cost benefit 
and cost effectiveness (the least cost alternative that delive~rs 
the desired results); a little ambiguity when referring to 
alternative (a suite of projects) 

Sandy - are bound by public opinion 
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Susan - do we have to do grossly disproportionate? 

Comment - may not even be relevant 

Alex - addresses inadvertent or accidental discharge 

Comment - disproportionate rule benefits the spiller 

Ken - the parallel is back to the EIS process where you have a 
reasonable set of options; have used the red face test in propos
ing projects; need some bounds for what sui,te of alternatives 
that we put forth 

Comment - regarding GDT, does the law describe cost as social 
cost? 

Alex - don't know 

Stan - does GOT involve a valuation of the damaged or undamaged 
resource? 

Alex - value resource and service; don't know how you would 
separate them 

Comment - can't understand why you would want to consume more 
value than you produce, is it because of political restraints? 

Art - enhancement constraints may force us into this; an example 
would be recreation enhancement opportunities 

Mark - another example is a unj_que salt marsh that would cost a 
lot to fix; in terms of value to ecosystem, may be more impor
tant than value in dollars and cents 

Alex - in the preamble to the proposed regs in terms of cost 
benefit: 

the trustee should consider the relationship of the expected 
costs of an alternative to the benefit~s from the implementa
tion of that alternative, both in terms of the recovery of 
the resource and the benefits to the public that would 
result. This consideration is not intended to be a straight 
cost/benefit analysis. The trustee should weigh circum
stances unique to each assessment against the expected 
alternative costs. Such circumstances might include season
al conditions, e.g., long winters resulting in a short field 
sampling season requiring extra personnel, overtime, and 
high travel costs. All relevant consideration that migh1: 
affect the weighing of costs and benefits should be taken 
into account by the trustee on a case-by-case basis. ThE~ 
trustee will document this consideration within the Restora
tion and Compensation Determination Plan that is subject to 
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public review and comment. 

stan - least cost is being addressed in restoration options 

Comment - is that compounding injury in some sense? 

Stan - that is tricky because if we take an action, we want to 
minimize cost 

Comment - who pays the cost and who receives the benefits; need 
to keep our ledgers straight 

Comment - don't need to get into who the individual bearers are 

Mark - seems we are somewhat vulnerable at this point 

Alex - that's why we wanted to settle with the fishermen 

Comments - there are all types of legal complexities; these are 
good questions for the future 

Stan - need to hear some thoughts from the economists on what is 
cost effective; what basic elements do we need in our program 

Comment - need to define what you mean by cost and also what is 
the goal 

Stan - our goal is recovery; to the short hand would be pre-spill 
conditions such as composition, abundance, and a healthy system 
with functional integrity as prior to spill; settlement is very 
explicit about pre-spill condition and allows us to enhance 

Susan - regarding cost benefit, aren't there certain categorie~s 
of cost to look at 

Comment - There are engineering cost and land acquisition cost:; 
have to go to the political arena to choose among options 

Alex - suggest we begin with task of making ecosystem whole; if 
trustees ask us to deviate, we can deal with those questions as 
they arise 

Stan - when talking about alternatives, one could have alternat
ives consisting of suites of action that have different emphasis; 
need to package this in way that the public will get a handle on 
the range of strategies; may have several different packages; Art 
prepared a restoration plan decision diagram; it gives a good 
sequence for making decisions 

Comments - is this a time sequence? 

Stan - conceptually it is not a time sequence 
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Art - run options through decision tree 

Stan - it is a series of decisions made in sequence but not 
spread out over ten years 

10 minute break 

Stan - the RPWG is working on a process by which we are identify
ing the relevant habitats; showing which ones are on public and 
private land and ultimately enabling us to Jnake recommendations 
to the trustees; need to translate from the conceptual down to 
the specific which will enable us to get down to cost 

Jeff - had an opportunity to see some projects generated by 
biologist for fisheries and can't see where benefit side is 
equal; if cost effective analysis is to be a meaningful exercise, 
you have to make sure two projects have identical benefits 

Comment - RPWG has to bring economists some very precise informa
tion about the physical attributes, status of resource, level of 
recovery and rate at which that recovery will occur for them to 
tell RPWG about the cost benefit; will be hard for economists to 
do much in a quantitative way otherwise 

Mark - that would be requesting a level of understanding of the 
ecosystem that we don't possess 

Comment - can't definitively determine cost benefit unless very 
precise about benefit scheme 

Art - if we decrease the recov~ry time, is that a benefit? 

Comment - would have to see an explicit example 

John - are getting some information from a contract dealing with 
estimating 

Art - Alternatives are no action, management action and direct 
intervention action 

Comment - can tell us difference in cost and productivity; one. in 
dollars and one physical units; have trick ways of computing 

Ken - putting in a net present value 

Comment - the problem in reality is that the political decision 
will be made; all they can do is summarize the information in a 
useful way 

Comment - the one advantage is that the goal is defined to pre~
spill equilibrium; can determine relative performance of options 
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Comment - are you talking only about direct cost of obtaining the 
alternative? 

Art - there are also benefits that might accrue 

Comment - see if you can assign economic values; how much money 
and how much credibility do you want to assign to the methods? 

Alex - NEPA does not apply but can be used ito make decisions as a 
methodology for determining endpoints 

Comments - may not be able to quantify to the last duck, but 
theory tells us about the estimates surrounding each 

Alex - regarding applicability of NEPA regulations, can only 
speak from the state side 

stan - anything that can be construee as a federal action or 
using federal money will have NEPA come into play 

Ken - may have to do site specific analysis 

Stan - a good deal of money might get eaten up in NEPA compliance 

Mark - would like to get a summary of where we are in terms of 
cost effectiveness; what can we do to make an administrative 
record to show that we have considered this 

stan - if someone were assigned to provide an economic view to 
the RPWG, what types of steps do we need to be going through? 

Comment - have to be sure everyone is talking about the same 
qUestions; economist are infamous for answering the wrong ques
tions; have to have the concepts nailed down 

Art - need to use an example we are faced with such as Harlequin 
Duck 

Comment - important to date your expenditun:~s 

Art - what about costs of land? 

Comment - management and monitoring are costs economist need to 
know about 

Stan - it's not the purchase of land that improves productivity 
but rather it prevents further degradation of the environment in 
which the duck is nesting 

Comment - what are things that will go away as a result of 
purchase of land? 
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stan - when cost is incurred and when the benefits are realized 
should be noted; maintenance operating cost and at what intervals 
are also information we desire to have; ano·ther is planning and 
compliance cost; 

Stan diagramed the following for project costs: 

Internal Project costs 

Planning/compliance 
construction/acquisition 
when incurred 
when benefit realized (rate of benefit accrual) 
maintenance 

-interval 
administrative/fixed 

Benefit 
service restored 
when realized 

-rate of accrual 

External Project Costs 

costs 
lost use 

-technical spill overs 

Community{Reqional Impact 

who gains? 
who loses? 
how much? 

Benefit 
services restored 

-joint products 
-additional benefits 

Art - would we need to provide a no action scenario? 

Comment - yes 

Comment - some of these lost uses are lost property, and others 
are de facto losses that are not recognized under the law 

Comment - you can't collect what you never owned 

Comment - be careful of double counting 

Stan - do we need to look at economic impacts? 

Art - would be politically impossible not to 
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Comment - we don't have the data to give us a stable model 

Sandy - would rather be criticized for what we have done than 
what we have not done 

Art - we should be able to quantify losses i:o fishermen 

Comment - in the absence of evidence to the contrary, each option 
has the same repercussion effect 

Stan - is there potentially a non-trivial effect? 

Art - who determines what is trivial? 

Mark - the Trustees 

Comment - there may be multiple objectives; economics deals wi·th 
efficiency and equity; economic impact assessment only explains 
to the best of your ability 

Comment - inputjoutput is a loaded term and should be substituted 
with communityjregional impact 

Comment - in a cost benefit analysis, it is appropriate to list 
your errors and biases 

Comment - can't begin to do any analysis unitil the mapping out is 
done 

Break for lunch at 12:15 
> 

stan - work group needs to huddle together to make good use of 
time this afternoon with economist; will meet at 12:45 

Stan - work group met and tried to frame a few more questions for 
the economists; here are a few things we ne•ed to know more about: 

1. Is framework appropriate 
2. Methods - where do we go to get some insight to establish a 

program 
3. Level or rigorousness needed to satisfy Trustees 
4. What kind of staff capability is required (staff economist) 

we tried to articulate the goals; need to have valuations of re
sources and injuries to make judgments 

Comment - it is not a monetary measure but a performance measure 

Mark - we are expending money we recovered for lost use and 
returning it in the form of enhancement; we are compensating t.he 
people through enhancement beyond pre-spill 
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Art diagramed the following: 
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Art - whole system will come back to this dynamic equilibrium 
even if left alone 

Comment - is that a good thing to do? 

Stan - why do you call this enhancement and not restoration? 

Comment - should look at what do we gain per dollar 

Stan - in order to calculate benefit, we still need a valuation 
in dollars and cents 

Another diagram was drawn by an economist from work of Dennis 
King, Wetland Creation and Restoration: An Integrated Framework 
for Evaluating Costs, Expected Results and Compensation Ratios, 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory Center for Environmental and 
Estuarine Studies, University of Maryland System, Solomons, MD 
20688-0038 (301) 326-4281, prepared for Kenneth Adler, Office of 
Policy Planning and Evaluation, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, April 1991. A copy was obtained from Industrial Econom
ics Incorporated, 2067 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachu
setts 02140 

Pre-spill j (._"'Pl 
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Another economist diagramed whether margin of cost is worth t.he 
margin of gain: 

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

dollars out 

I" 

1 
i 

------ i ---T-------- mi n. acceptable 

l 
l 

I 
I 

1 
dollars in 

Comment - bristles at the notion that you have to use scientist 
and analyst to sell these things 

Comment - some of us think the cleanup added to the damage; what 
is the alternative best use of this money that would produce more 
benefit? 

Stan - that is what the equivalent resource option is 

Comment - do benefits have to be in Alaska? 

Stan - yes; what capabilities does it require to do basic cost 
benefit analysis? does technibal team need to have a couple of 
economist? do we need them now or after we have a conceptual 
plan? 

Comment - probably should have had one a year and a half ago when 
the RPWG began working; need someone advising which may short: 
circuit problems 

Art- what kind of person do we need (background)? 

Comment - need someone who can relate to non-economist and with 
natural resource experience 

Stan - is it necessary to have an economics team? 

Comment - you have a pile of money and at some point will have to 
make some hard allocations; at this point you will need an 
economist, especially when considering benefits 

Stan - cost estimation is not something that is an issue for an 
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economists 

Comment - need an economist to compute costs; minimum protocols 
need to be established 

Stan - would you need a committee to meet to hammer out proto-· 
cols? 

Comment - yes; may get a few people together to draw up a propos
al 

Stan - does Fish and Game do cost estimation the same way? 

Comment - have to make sure they are expressed in the form of 
marginal costs 

Stan - have to have a way to calculate basic cost 

Mark - not comfortable that we have identified a way to keep t.he 
economic analysis cost down and make it defensible; need to re:ach 
closure on what level of economic analysis is needed 

Susan - maybe if agencies have a standard method of doing cost. 
analysis, it might help to look at it 

Comment - not aware of anything agency-specific for cost analysis 

Susan EPA does 

Art - gave the classes of restorable options 

Comment - what are the five most important? 

Art - we selected the most defensible ones 

Stan diagramed the following species for restitution: 

Sea Otter 
Dolly VardenfCutthroat 
Harlequin Duck 
Common Murre 

Stan - there are no competing alternatives for Sea Otters, 
Harlequin Duck, or Common Murre; can only maintain the environ
ment in which they live; need to look for things that benefit 
multiple resources 

Comment - if you need to do it on political grounds, you need a 
political scientist; what is the nature of the form to resolve 
disputes 

Alex - even Trustees can't make decisions completely in a vacuum; 
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decisions must be defended 

Break at 2:15 

Ken - need to look at the three proposals for economic studies 
this year; see how they fit into restoration program 

Comment - (overview of proposed projects) - developed a demon
stration project to show how cost benefit analysis could be used; 
damage assessment would probably concentrate on consumer surplus; 
should be more concentration on the supply function and the 
industry cost function; put together proposal for project study 
#1 for commercial fisheries restoration; two economist would be 
John Boyce and Matt Berman for this project; would get them 
access to confidential fish files; funds ar,e in the budget but 
want advice as to whether to carry out studies 

Comment - why did you decide to ignore consumer s-erplus? 

Comment - this is not an import/export model 

Art - would managemental differential be shown in this model? 

Comment - could ask managers to provide us with that 

Sandy - is it correct to consider this a desk study? 

Comment - yes; data already here 

Sandy - how long would it take you? 

Comment - a year to get the model developed 

Comment - what is the kind of precision tha·t is going to be used 
to make decisions on restoration allocation; do we contemplate 
doing studies that will provide estimates like this for all the 
restoration projects? is this kind of fine tuning necessary? 

Stan - there are different answers to that questions; fisheries, 
land acquisition and economic implication, and recreation are 
three areas most likely to need economic studies beyond the 
routine 

Mark - how can we do something most cheaply that will be defensi
ble? what is the level? 

Art - does model deal with management actions? 

Comment - it would be capable of estimating management issues 

Art - why isn't it being done as part of re9ular management 
budget? 
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Comment - been trying to convince Fish and Game to do this for 
half a decade 

John - would hate to see a decision made regarding enhancing pink 
salmon without a cost benefit analysis; need the kind of data ·the 
model will give us 

Comment - take best estimates you can find; how much can you 
improve estimates of archaeological studies? doesn't know how to 
spend the money 

Susan - do you have to justify economically? 

Comment - not required to by law 

Art - is the money already allocated for fisheries 

Stan - money allocated for restoration is subject to NRDA approv
al 
Alex - to avoid the appearance of an agency getting its own work 
done with restoration money, work group should take a look at 
this kind of question in a broader prospective and make the 
decision that these should be done as pilot projects 

Sandy - appropriate context is to hold next year's program 

Stan - difficulty is the projects have been on the table for six 
months; should be on a faster track 

Comment - could you be more precise on the nature and how cost 
function will be estimated? 

Comment - recommends having a conference call with John Boyce 

Stan - looking for some indication that conceptually these are 
worth looking further at; should hear other two proposals and 
have some discussion on them 

Comment - (proposal regarding Dolly Vardenjcutthroat project) -
this proposes to use some models and information that was deve!l
oped for management purposes by the Dept. of Fish and Game about 
cost and benefits associated with management actions and regula
tory proposals; began in Cook Inlet on problems with King Salmon 
and then the next important question came up in Southeastern; 
probably won't get to PWS before restoration begins; history -
had inputjoutput models for impact estimates and developed some 
discrete choice models for benefit analysis; committed to a 
voluntary experimental approach; made more sophisticated models 
that have computer based models that give changes in benefits;~ 
going out and evaluating stocks in non-oiled areas to see if 1:hey 
are up to supporting displaced resources; might take some manage
ment action to move sport fishing from oiled areas to other 
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areas; values on discrete choice models tend to be very small; 
have an annual survey in which usage is measured all over the 
state; all of this was directed at assessing benefits 

Ken - focus is on dolly varden and cutthroat? 

Comment - yes, but the direction kept changing 

Ken - what if we wanted to look at all recreation fishing? 

Comment - they would do that; would refine models so they could 
do that 

Comment - economists love to make assumptions; model is incredi
ble but is the cost worth it; what are you willing to pay for the 
extra precision? 

Stan - ca~ anyone talk about Scott Goldsmith's project? 

Comment - the most accurate way to describe what Scott wants t:o 
do is conduct a survey on household consumption data and try t:o 
refine some impact models he is already operating; suggestion to 
do economic impact assessment and relate it to fisheries in the 
oil spill affected areas 

Art - unfair to have someone to explain someone else's project: 

susan how do these two fit together? 

Comment - describe employment and personal income changes in sub
regions in the state 

Comment - if you decide to estimate economic impacts, then these 
are the kinds of things you would want to do; only small parts of 
big picture 

Comment - if you decide to do these things, it is best to go ~lith 
an available mode 

Ken - need to bring this to some kind of closure; could we ask 
our peer reviewers to take these back and maybe get on conference 
call with PI and then later get on conference call with RPWG 
before making a final decision? do we want this level of analy
sis? 

Alex - seems appropriate 

Susan - could we get technical reviews so we can figure out how 
we want to extrapolate this to the larger picture? 

Stan - not sure we should hold them hostage to our not having 
identified the other elements we need; we have money to do th~~se 
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on hand 

Mark - just because we want additional information, does not mean 
we want this level of detail 

Peg - are you setting up an expectation? 

Mark - what level of information is needed; if we don't need i·t 
for other studies, we don't need it for these 

Alex - is there a need to do some level of investigation? 
Comment - would want to know are there other proposals out there 
that could do the same thing for better or for less 

Comment - felt the whole assessment process cost 8 or 10 times 
what it should have; wondering about other opportunities out 
there 

Comment - strategy does not accomplish returning ecosystem as a 
whole to pre-spill conditions; someone will have to integrate all 
component parts from models; need to redefine the goal; one 
definition is not consistent with how you are strategically 
attacking it 

Stan - no simple answer, have to use the hand dealt us; damage 
assessments were charismatic species-driven; have tried to 
operate on a couple of different levels; one is on a species
specific action that can restore or enhance; we need to look at 
individual species opportunities for restoration and need to look 
at habitat level approach that benefits multiple species 

Comment - hard to integrate without a little background context 

Stan - believe there are beds of mussels that are sinks for oil 
and are prey for a variety of predators; several species are 
experiencing long-term decline; may be something we can do to 
restore prey base 

Art - the action taken was a response action; an attempt to work 
on the entire ecological system 

Comment - seems you are starting at the upper end; could fertil
ize and plant 

Stan- invested money in~~~~for a while 

Ken - what do we want to do with the three studies? 

Susan - would appreciate a technical review 

Ken - would be hard to review the third one 
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Comment - would encourage review with the authors 

Stan - could we arrange a conference call? we could organize i·t; 
would you be willing to chat with individuals? recognizing we 
have not resolved some of the larger issues 

Alex - Gardner's services are rather expensive 

stan - what are we looking at 3 or 4 hours? 

Gardner - is not worth it? 

Stan - learned some things; RPWG has a lot more thinking to do 

George - when calling his office, extension 1886 rings into his 
office, 1885 disappears 

Comment - Ben Chambers sends his regards; is in NOAA restoration 
office in Washington on November 20th for a meeting 

Meeting adjourned at 4:00. 
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Attendees: 

susan MacMullin 
Jeff Hartman 
Mike Mills 
Lewis Queirolo 
George Peterson 
Sandy Rabinowitch 
John Strand 
Art Weiner 
Ken Rice 
Mark Brodersen 
Gardner Brown 
Alex Swiderski 
Peg Kehrer 
Stan Senner 
Regina Sleater 
Barbara Iseah 

Meeting began at 9:15 

RPWG Meeting 
Economics Workshop 

November 7, 1991 

EPA (202) 
ADF&G (907) 
ADF&G (907) 
NbAA/NMFS (206) 
USDA/FS (303) 
DOI/RPWG (907) 
NMFS/RPWG (907) 
ADNR/RPWG (907) 
USFS/RPWG (907) 
ADEC (907) 
Univ. of WA (206) 
AG's Office (907) 
OSIAR/ADF&G (907) 
ADF&G (907) 
DOI (907) 
CACI/RPWG (907) 

~r-

260-6412 
465-4160 
267-2369 
526-6364 
498-1885, 1886 
257-2653 
789-6601 
278-8012 
278-8012 
465-2610 
523-7915 
269-5274 
465-4125 
278-8012 
271-4131 
278-8012 

stan - gave an overview of restoration planning; stated that ~.lex 
would speak on legal aspect of economic analysis; this is an 
initial scoping meeting; restoration group needs to get a bett:er 
understanding of economic point of view; a secondary purpose is 
that we have three proposals put forth by the Department of Fish 
and Game to carry out economic restoration studies; need to 
evaluate those proposals; no members of federal economics team 
have seen the proposals; copies are being prepared; will give 
time to scan them; don't need to do a detailed critique but SE~e 
if they fit with the emerging program; the Restoration Work Group 
consists of seven agencies which have worked together since 
January 1990 as a planning team and have identified a wide array 
of restoration options and concepts; are now evaluating individu
al ideas; focus of our efforts was doing this in the context of 
litigation and ultimately would have prepared a damage claim; 
basic job is still to identify options and formulate a restora
tion plan which involves public participation; past public 
involvement had been kept to a minimum prior to the settlemen1t; 
the charge in the settlement is still to restore, replace, 
acquire resources and enhance 

Stan diagramed the following as a sequence to look at different 
restoration options: 

Injury - resource 
service 
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Regulate - human uses 
species and habitat manipulations 

Direct- replacement 
equivalent resources 

Habitat protection 

Actions should be scientifically credible, objective for making 
decisions, and ecologically-oriented; all these are attributes of 
what we are trying to put in place; public participation is also 
important; there are political and social components to consid,er; 
economics comes in here; we need to have NRDA economic dimensions 
incorporated in post settlement; in addition to all these at
tributes, it has to be a common sense program for staff in 
trenches and the public; it has to be cost efficient 

Sandy - there is the need for application at the project level; 
there may be impacts on the economics of the community 

Alex - talked about the regulations (NRDA) in the settlement; how 
they interplay and how he perceives them applying to the settle
ment and the economics portion of them; would like to see the 
role of economists in the regs; regs will provide significant 
guidance on how to proceed with restoration; the settlement 
consists of a number of documents: 

1. Settlement Agreement - says two govern1ments must abide by 
the MOA 

2. Memo of Agreement - is really the document that tells us how 
to proceed with restoratipn 

MOA defines restoration slightly different from the regulations; 
MOA allows for enhancement of resources and services in addition 
to other things that can be done 

Applicability of DOI regulations: 

A. The MOA (settlement) provides that the governments do not 
elect to be bound by the DOI regulations 

B. The definition of restoration in the MOA differs from that 
in the DOI regulations: 

1. Restoration includes "restoration, rehabilitation, 
andjor acquisition of equivalent natural resources and 
the services those resources provide to the baseline." 
43 CFR 11.82 

2. Restoration means any action which endeavors to ''re
store to their pre-spill condition any natural resource 
injured, lost, or destroyed as a result of the Oil 
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Spill and the services provided by that resource or 
which substitutes for the injured" lost or destroyed 
resource and affected services. Restoration includes 
all phases of injury assessment, restoration, replac,e
ment, and enhancement of natural resources, and acqui
sition of equivalent resources and services. (MOA 
paragraph II. K) 

c. Portions of the regulations have been disapproved by the 
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in Ohio v. DOI. Those por
tions have been redrafted and circulated for comment. The 
comments are currently being reviewed. 

The proposed portion of the regs deal with valuation; the section 
on valuations may be useful to RPWG and economists in determining 
how to address the services component of restoration; cost 
benefit analysis is a very large component; another aspect of the 
Ohio case is the grossly disproportionate test; how that applies 
is that the court opinion suggests that it be applied to the cost 
benefit analysis in determining which restoration option would be 
selected; the Trustees should look to technical feasibility 
project, natural recovery period, acquisition of equivalent land; 
there are ten factors; Interior has proposed that they would 
apply the gross disproportionate test. 

The proposed regs are (1) not going to apply a hard and fast 
rule; trustees will have discretion and (2) there should still be 
application of gross disproportionate test but specifically they 
are an initial set of comments and do not intend that the Trust
ees will be bound to the 3 to 1 analysis; the Trustees have a 
little more discretion than perceived from the opinion but should 
be able to justify deviating; 

The proposed regulations provide for the development of a "Resto
ration and Compensation Determination Plan." The trustees must 
develop a reasonable number of restoration alternatives, the 
purpose of which is to: 

a. Return the injured natural resource to its baseline 
condition. 

b. Return the level of services provided to the public by 
the natural resource to its baseline level. 

1. Services means "the physical and biological func
tions performed by the resources including the 
human uses of those functions. These services are 
the result of the physical, chemical, or biologi
cal quality of the resource." 43 CFR 11.14. 

c. Baseline means the condition or conditions that would 
have existed at the assessment area had the discharge 
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not occurred. 

Comment - from the literature, exercise of GDT and restoration 
costs and burden operates from the assumption that someone takes 
an action that results in damage and another party is trying to 
predict what the liability will be for that action; GDT argument 
would seem to make sense; Exxon already knows what their liabili
ty is, so why would the gross disproportionate test enter into 
this 

Alex - have this finite pot of money for the next ten years; we 
should pick the one that is most cost efficient; there have been 
things in the press with suggestions of marine parks; a more 
serious and viable one is a marine research institute; some of 
the things may affect the size of the pot of money spent on hands 
-on restoration 

Comment - who would intervene and say a marine sanctuary is not a 
viable option? 

Alex - environmentalists, fishermen, Native corporations, Exxon, 
... each other; would not be surprised to see Exxon take a some
what critical role in the restoration process 

Comment - regarding payments 

Alex - there is a provision for the reopener clause for damage 
that was not foreseeable; there is a provision for reopening 
claims for upward of 100 million dollars; the other part is that 
the restoration process will become public within 90 days of 
settlement; has not figured out how public participation will be 
accomplished 

Susan - may be sued; need to establish we are doing it with 
correct analysis 

stan - have a public trust and will need a record 

Alex - Trustees have a fiduciary obligation 

Mark - public and courts have a handle in making sure the trust
ees maintain public trust; GDT may be used to shoot down some 
options 

Alex - MOA says we are not bound by regs 

Stan - in proposed DOI revisions, it boils down to cost benefit 
and cost effectiveness (the least cost alternative that delivers 
the desired results); a little ambiguity when referring to 
alternative (a suite of projects) 

Sandy - are bound by public opinion 
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Susan - do we have to do grossly disproportionate? 

Comment - may not even be relevant 

Alex - addresses inadvertent or accidental discharge 

Comment - disproportionate rule benefits the spiller 

Ken - the parallel is back to the EIS process where you have a 
reasonable set of options; have used the red face test in propos
ing projects; need some bounds for what suite of alternatives 
that we put forth 

Comment - regarding GDT, does the law describe cost as social 
cost? 

Alex - don't know 

Stan - does GDT involve a valuation of the damaged or undamaged 
resource? 

Alex - value resource and service; don't know how you would 
separate them 

Comment - can't understand why you would want to consume more 
value than you produce, is it because of political restraints? 

Art - enhancement constraints may force us into this; an example 
would be recreation enhancement opportunities 

Mark - another example is a un;ique salt marsh that would cost a 
lot to fix; in terms of value'to ecosystem, may be more impor
tant than value in dollars and cents 

Alex - in the preamble to the proposed regs in terms of cost 
benefit: 

the trustee should consider the relationship of the expected 
costs of an alternative to the benefits from the implementa
tion of that alternative, both in terms of the recovery of 
the resource and the benefits to the public that would 
result. This consideration is not int:ended to be a straight 
costjbenefit analysis. The trustee should weigh circum
stances unique to each assessment against the expected 
alternative costs. such circumstances might include season
al conditions, e.g., long winters resulting in a short field 
sampling season requiring extra personnel, overtime, and 
high travel costs. All relevant consideration that mighit 
affect the weighing of costs and benefits should be taken 
into account by the trustee on a case--by-case basis. The 
trustee will document this consideration within the Restora
tion and Compensation Determination Plan that is subject to 
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public review and comment. 

Stan - least cost is being addressed in restoration options 

Comment - is that compounding injury in somE~ sense? 

Stan - that is tricky because if we take an action, we want to 
minimize cost 

Comment - who pays the cost and who receives the benefits; need 
to keep our ledgers straight 

Comment - don't need to get into who the individual bearers ar,e 

Mark - seems we are somewhat vulnerable at ithis point 

Alex - that's why we wanted to settle with the fishermen 

Comments - there are all types of legal complexities; these are 
good questions for the future 

Stan - need to hear some thoughts from the economists on what is 
cost effective; what basic elements do we need in our program 

Comment - need to define what you mean by cost and also what is 
the goal 

Stan - our goal is recovery; to the short hand would be pre-spill 
conditions such as composition, abundance, and a healthy system 
with functional integrity as prior to spill; settlement is very 
explicit about pre-spill condiFion and allows us to enhance 

Susan - regarding cost benefit, aren't there certain categories 
of cost to look at 

Comment - There are engineering cost and land acquisition cost; 
have to go to the political arena to choose among options 

Alex - suggest we begin with task of making ecosystem whole; if 
trustees ask us to deviate, we can deal with those questions as 
they arise 

Stan - when talking about alternatives, one could have alternat
ives consisting of suites of action that have different emphasis; 
need to package this in way that the public will get a handle on 
the range of strategies; may have several different packages; Art 
prepared a restoration plan decision diagram; it gives a good 
sequence for making decisions 

Comments - is this a time sequence? 

Stan - conceptually it is not a time sequence 
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Art - run options through decision tree 

stan - it is a series of decisions made in sequence but not 
spread out over ten years 

10 minute break 

Stan - the RPWG is working on a process by 'Which we are identify
ing the relevant habitats; showing which ones are on public and 
private land and ultimately enabling us to make recommendations 
to the trustees; need to translate from the conceptual down to 
the specific which will enable us to get do'wn to cost 

Jeff - had an opportunity to see some projects generated by 
biologist for fisheries and can't see where benefit side is 
equal; if cost effective analysis is to be a meaningful exercise, 
you have to make sure two projects have identical benefits 

Comment - RPWG has to bring economists some very precise informa
tion about the physical attributes, status of resource, level of 
recovery and rate at which that recovery will occur for them t.o 
tell RPWG about the cost benefit; will be hard for economists to 
do much in a quantitative way otherwise 

Mark - that would be requesting a level of understanding of the 
ecosystem that we don't possess 

Comment - can't definitively determine cost benefit unless very 
precise about benefit scheme 

Art - if we decrease the recov~ry time, is that a benefit? 

Comment - would have to see an explicit example 

John - are getting some information from a contract dealing with 
estimating 

Art - Alternatives are no action, management action and direct: 
intervention action 

Comment - can tell us difference in cost and productivity; onE! in 
dollars and one physical units; have trick ways of computing 

Ken - putting in a net present value 

Comment - the problem in reality is that the political decision 
will be made; all they can do is summarize the information in a 
useful way 

Comment - the one advantage is that the goal is defined to pre
spill equilibrium; can determine relative performance of options 
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Comment - are you talking only about direct cost of obtaining ·the 
alternative? 

Art - there are also benefits that might accrue 

Comment - see if you can assign economic values; how much money 
and how much credibility do you want to assign to the methods? 

Alex - NEPA does not apply but can be used to make decisions as a 
methodology for-determining endpoints 

Comments - may not be able to quantify to the last duck, but 
theory tells us about the estimates surrounding each 

Alex - regarding applicability of NEPA regulations, can only 
speak from the state side 

Stan - anything that can be construed as a federal action or 
using federal money will have NEPA come into play 

Ken - may have to do site specific analysis 

Stan - a good deal of money might get eaten up in NEPA compliance 

Mark - would like to get a summary of where we are in terms of 
cost effectiveness; what can we do to make an administrative 
record to show that we have considered this 

Stan - if someone were assigned to provide an economic view to 
the RPWG, what types of steps do we need to be going through? 

Comment - have to be sure everyone is talking about the same 
questions; economist are infamous for answering the wrong ques
tions; have to have the concepts nailed down 

Art - need to use an example we are faced w.ith such as Harlequin 
Duck 

Comment - important to date your expenditures 

Art - what about costs of land? 

Comment - management and monitoring are costs economist need to 
know about 

Stan - it's not the purchase of land that improves productivity 
but rather it prevents further degradation of the environment in 
which the duck is nesting 

Comment - what are things that will go away as a result of 
purchase of land? 
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Stan - when cost is incurred and when the benefits are realized 
should be noted; maintenance operating cost and at what intervals 
are also information we desire to have; another is planning and 
compliance cost; 

Stan diagramed the following for project costs: 

Internal Project Costs 

Planning/compliance 
Constructionjacquisition 
when incurred 
when benefit realized (rate of benefit accrual} 
maintenance 

-interval 
administrative/fixed 

Benefit 
service restored 
when realized 

-rate of accrual 

External Project Costs 

Costs 
lost use 

-technical spill overs 

Community/Regional Impact 

who gains? 
who loses? 
how much? 

Benefit 
services restored 

-joint products 
-additional benefits 

Art - would we need to provide a no action scenario? 

Comment - yes 

Comment - some of these lost uses are lost property, and others 
are de facto losses that are not recognized under the law 

Comment - you can't collect what you never owned 

Comment - be careful of double counting 

Stan - do we need to look at economic impacts? 

Art - would be politically impossible not to 
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Comment - we don't have the data to give us a stable model 

Sandy - would rather be criticized for what we have done than 
what we have not done 

Art - we should be able to quantify losses to fishermen 

Comment - in the absence of evidence to the contrary, each option 
bas the same repercussion effect 

stan - is there potentially a non-trivial effect? 

Art - who determines what is trivial? 

Mark - the Trustees 

Comment - there may be multiple objectives; economics deals wi·th 
efficiency and equity; economic impact assessment only explains 
to the best of your ability 

Comment - inputjoutput is a loaded term and should be substitu·ted 
with community/regional impact 

Comment - in a cost benefit analysis, it is appropriate to lis·t 
your errors and biases 

Comment - can't begin to do any analysis until the mapping out is 
done 

Break for lunch at 12:15 

Stan - work group needs to huddle together to make good use of 
time this afternoon with economist; will meet at 12:45 

Stan - work group met and tried to frame a few more questions for 
the economists; here are a few things we need to know more about: 

1. Is framework appropriate 
2. Methods - where do we go to get some insight to establish a 

program 
3. Level or rigorousness needed to satisfy Trustees 
4. What kind of staff capability is required (staff economist) 

we tried to articulate the goals; need to have valuations of re
sources and injuries to make judgments 

Comment - it is not a monetary measure but a performance measure 

Mark - we are expending money we recovered for lost use and 
returning it in the form of enhancement; we are compensating the 
people through enhancement beyond pre-spill 
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Art diagramed the following: 

ful/ 
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Time 

Art - whole system will come back to this dynamic equilibrium 
even if left alone 

Comment - is that a good thing to do? 

stan - why do you call this enhancement and not restoration? 

Comment - should look at what do we gain per dollar 

Stan - in order to calculate benefit, we still need a valuation 
in dollars and cents 

Another diagram was drawn by an economist from work of Dennis 
King, Wetland Creation and Restoration: An Integrated Framework 
for Evaluating Costs, Expected Results and Compensation Ratios~, 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory Center for Environmental and 
Estuarine Studies, University of Maryland System, Solomons, MD 
20688-0038 (301) 326-4281, prepared for Kenneth Adler, Office of 
Policy Planning and Evaluation, u.s. Environmental Protection 
Agency 1 April 1991. A copy was obtained from Industrial Econom
ics Incorporated, 2067 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachu
setts 02140 

Pre-spill j (._"'?>l 

'(.;~'3-
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Another economist diagramed whether margin of cost is worth the 
margin of gain: 

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

dollars out 

---+-------- min. acceptable 

dollars in 

Comment - bristles at the notion that you have to use scientist 
and analyst to sell these things 

Comment - some of us think the cleanup added to the damage; what 
is the alternative best use of this money that would produce more 
benefit? 

Stan - that is what the equivalent resource option is 

Comment - do benefits have to be in Alaska? 

Stan - yes; what capabilities does it require to do basic cost 
benefit analysis? does technical team need to have a couple of 
economist? do we need them now or after we have a conceptual 
plan? 

Comment - probably should have had one a year and a half ago when 
the RPWG began working; need someone advising which may short 
circuit problems 

Art -what kind of person do we need (background)? 

Comment - need someone who can relate to non-economist and with 
natural resource experience 

Stan - is it necessary to have an economics team? 

Comment - you have a pile of money and at some point will have to 
make some hard allocations; at this point you will need an 
economist, especially when considering benefits 

Stan - cost estimation is not something that is an issue for an 
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economists 

Comment - need an economist to compute costs; minimum protocols 
need to be established 

Stan - would you need a committee to meet to hammer out proto
cols? 

Comment - yes; may get a few people together to draw up a propos
al 

Stan - does Fish and Game do cost estimation the same way? 

Comment - have to make sure they are expressed in the form of 
marginal costs 

Stan - have to have a way to calculate basic cost 

Mark - not comfortable that we have identified a way to keep the 
economic analysis cost down and make it defensible; need to re~ach 
closure on what level of economic analysis is needed 

Susan - maybe if agencies have a standard method of doing cost 
analysis, it might help to look at it 

Comment - not aware of anything agency-specific for cost analysis 

Susan - EPA does 

Art - gave the classes of restorable options 

Comment - what are the five most important? 

Art - we selected the most defensible ones 

Stan diagramed the following species for re:stitution: 

Sea Otter 
Dolly VardenjCutthroat 
Harlequin Duck 
Common Murre 

Stan - there are no competing alternatives for Sea Otters, 
Harlequin Duck, or Common Murre; can only maintain the environ
ment in which they live; need to look for things that benefit 
multiple resources 

Comment - if you need to do it on political grounds, you need a 
political scientist; what is the nature of the form to resolvE~ 
disputes 

Alex - even Trustees can't make decisions completely in a vacuum; 
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decisions must be defended 

Break at 2:15 

Ken - need to look at the three proposals for economic studies 
this year; see how they fit into restoration program 

Comment - (overview of proposed projects) - developed a demon-· 
stration project to show how cost benefit analysis could be used; 
damage assessment would probably concentrate on consumer surplus; 
should be more concentration on the supply function and the 
industry cost function; put together proposal for project study 
#1 for commercial fisheries restoration; two economist would be 
John Boyce and Matt Berman for this project; would get them 
access to confidential fish files; funds are in the budget but: 
want advice as to whether to carry out studies 

Comment - why did you decide to ignore consumer surplus? 

Comment - this is not an importjexport model 

Art - would managemental differential be shown in this model? 

Comment - could ask managers to provide us with that 

Sandy - is it correct to consider this a desk study? 

Comment - yes; data already here 

Sandy - how long would it take you? 

Comment a year to get the model developed 

Comment - what is the kind of precision that is going to be used 
to make decisions on restoration allocation; do we contemplatE~ 
doing studies that will provide estimates like this for all the 
restoration projects? is this kind of fine tuning necessary? 

Stan - there are different answers to that questions; fisheriE~s, 
land acquisition and economic implication, and recreation are 
three areas most likely to need economic studies beyond the 
routine 

Mark - how can we do something most cheaply that will be defensi
ble? what is the level? 

Art - does model deal with management actions? 

Comment - it would be capable of estimating management issues 

Art - why isn't it being done as part of regular management 
budget? 
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Comment - been trying to convince Fish and Game to do this for 
half a decade 

John - would hate to see a decision made regarding enhancing pink 
salmon without a cost benefit analysis; need the kind of data the 
model will give us 

comment - take best estimates you can find; how much can you 
improve estimates of archaeological studies? doesn't know how to 
spend the money 

Susan - do you have to justify economically? 

Comment - not required to by law 

Art - is the money already allocated for fisheries 

Stan - money allocated for restoration is subject to NRDA approv
al 
Alex - to avoid the appearance of an agency getting its own work 
done with restoration money, work group should take a look at 
this kind of question in a broader prospective and make the 
decision that these should be done as pilot projects 

Sandy - appropriate context is to hold next year's program 

Stan - difficulty is the projects have been on the table for six 
months; should be on a faster track 

Comment - could you be more precise on the nature and how cost 
function will be estimated? 

Comment - recommends having a conference call with John Boyce 

Stan - looking for some indication that conceptually these are 
worth looking further at; should hear other two proposals and 
have some discussion on them 

Comment - (proposal regarding Dolly Vardenjcutthroat project) -
this proposes to use some models and information that was devel
oped for management purposes by the Dept. of Fish and Game about 
cost and benefits associated with management actions and regula
tory proposals; began in Cook Inlet on problems with King Salmon 
and then the next important question came up in Southeastern; 
probably won't get to PWS before restoration begins; history -· 
had inputjoutput models for impact estimates and developed some 
discrete choice models for benefit analysis; committed to a 
voluntary experimental approach; made more sophisticated models 
that have computer based models that give changes in benefits; 
going out and evaluating stocks in non-oiled areas to see if they 
are up to supporting displaced resources; might take some manage
ment action to move sport fishing from oiled areas to other 
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areas; values on discrete choice models tend to be very small; 
have an annual survey in which usage is measured all over the 
state; all of this was directed at assessing benefits 

Ken - focus is on dolly varden and cutthroat? 

Comment - yes, but the direction kept changing 

Ken - what if we wanted to look at all recreation fishing? 

Comment - they would do that; would refine models so they could 
do that 

Comment - economists love to make assumptions; model is incredi
ble but is the cost worth it; what are you willing to pay for the 
extra precision? 

Stan - can anyone talk about Scott Goldsmith's project? 

Comment - the most accurate way to describe what Scott wants to 
do is conduct a survey on household consumption data and try to 
refine some impact models he is already operating; suggestion to 
do economic impact assessment and relate it to fisheries in the 
oil spill affected areas 

Art - unfair to have someone to explain someone else's project 

Susan - how do these two fit together? 

Comment - describe employment and personal income changes in sub
regions in the state 

Comment - if you decide to estimate economic impacts, then these 
are the kinds of things you would want to do; only small parts of 
big picture 

Comment - if you decide to do these things, it is best to go with 
an available mode 

Ken - need to bring this to some kind of closure; could we ask: 
our peer reviewers to take these back and maybe get on conference 
call with PI and then later get on conference call with RPWG 
before making a final decision? do we want this level of analy
sis? 

Alex - seems appropriate 

Susan - could we get technical reviews so we can figure out how 
we want to extrapolate this to the larger picture? 

Stan - not sure we should hold them hostage to our not having 
identified the other elements we need; we have money to do these 
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on hand 

Mark - just because we want additional information, does not mean 
we want this level of detail 

Peg - are you setting up an expectation? 

Mark - what level of information is needed; if we don't need it 
for other studies, we don't need it for these 

Alex - is there a need to do some level of investigation? 
Comment - would want to know are there other proposals out there 
that could do the same thing for better or for less 

Comment - felt the whole assessment process cost 8 or 10 times 
what it should have; wondering about other opportunities out 
there 

Comment - strategy does not accomplish returning ecosystem as a 
whole to pre-spill conditions; someone will have to integrate all 
component parts from models; need to redefine the goal; one 
definition is not consistent with how you are strategically 
attacking it 

Stan - no simple answer, have to use the hand dealt us; damage 
assessments were charismatic species-driven; have tried to 
operate on a couple of different levels; one is on a species
specific action that can restore or enhance; we need to look at 
individual species opportunities for restoration and need to look 
at habitat level approach that benefits multiple species 

Comment - hard to integrate without a little background context 

Stan - believe there are beds of mussels that are sinks for oil 
and are prey for a variety of predators; several species are 
experiencing long-term decline; may be something we can do to 
restore prey base 

Art - the action taken was a response action; an attempt to work 
on the entire ecological system 

Comment - seems you are starting at the upper end; could fertil
ize and plant 

Stan - invested money in fichus for a while 

Ken - what do we want to do with the three studies? 

Susan - would appreciate a technical review 

Ken - would be hard to review the third one 
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Comment - would encourage review with the authors 

Stan - could we arrange a conference call? we could organize it; 
would you be willing to chat with individuals? recognizing we 
have not resolved some of the larger issues 

Alex - Gardner's services are rather expensive 

Stan - what are we looking at 3 or 4 hours? 

Gardner - is not worth it? 

Stan - learned some things; RPWG has a lot more thinking to do 

George - when calling his office, extension 1886 rings into his 
office, 1885 disappears 

Comment - Ben Chambers sends his regards; is in NOAA restoration 
office in Washington on November 20th for a meeting 

Meeting adjourned at 4:00. 
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Attendees: 

susan MacMullin 
Jeff Hartman 
Mike Mills 
Lewis Queirolo 
George Peterson 
Sandy Rabinowitch 
John Strand 
Art Weiner 
Ken Rice 
Mark Brodersen 
Gardner Brown 
Alex Swiderski 
Peg Kehrer 
Stan Senner 
Regina Sleater 
Barbara Iseah 

Meeting began at 9:15 

RPWG Meeting 
Economics Workshop 

November 7, 1991 

EPA (202) 
ADF&G (907) 
ADF&G (907) 
NOAA/NMFS (206) 
USDA/FS (303) 
DOI/RPWG (907) 
NMFS/RPWG (907) 
ADNR/RPWG (907) 
USFS/RPWG (907) 
ADEC (907) 
Univ. of WA (206) 
AG's Office (907) 
OSIAR/ADF&G (907) 
ADF&G (907) 
DO! (907) 
CACI/RPWG (907) 

·coNFIDENTIAL LITIGATION 
SENSITIVE AITORNEY WORK 

PRODUCT" 

260-6412 
465-4160 
267-2369 
526-6364 
498-1885, 1886 
257-2653 
789-6601 
278-8012 
278-8012 
465-2610 
523-7915 
269-5274 
465-4125 
278-8012 
271-4131 
278-8012 

Stan - gave an overview of restoration planning; stated that Alex 
would speak on legal aspect of economic analysis; this is an 
initial seeping meeting; restoration group needs to get a bet:ter 
understanding of economic point of view; a secondary purpose is 
that we have three proposals put forth by the Department of Fish 
and Game to carry out economic restoration studies; need to 
evaluate those proposals; no members of federal economics team 
have seen the proposals; copies are being prepared; will give~ 
time to scan them; don't need to do a detailed critique but see 
if they fit with the emerging program; the. Restoration Work Group 
consists of seven agencies which have worked together since 
January 1990 as a planning team and have identified a wide array 
of restoration options and concepts; are now evaluating individu
al ideas; focus of our efforts was doing t.his in the context of 
litigation and ultimately would have prepared a damage claim;: 
basic job is still to identify options and formulate a restora
tion plan which involves public participation; past public 
involvement had been kept to a minimum prior to the settlement; 
the charge in the settlement is still to restore, replace, 
acquire resources and enhance 

Stan diagramed the following as a sequence to look at differE~nt 
restoration options: 

Injury - resource 
service 
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.. 

Regulate - human uses 
species and habitat manipulations 

Direct- replacement 
equivalent resources 

Habitat protection 

iDENTIAL LITJGATION 
SENSITIVE ATIORNEY WORK 

PRODUCr 

Actions should be scientifically credible, objective for making 
decisions, and ecologically-oriented; all 'these are attributes of 
what we are trying to put in place; public participation is also 
important; there are political and social components to consider; 
economics comes in here; we need to have NRDA economic dimensions 
incorporated in post settlement; in addition to all these at
tributes, it has to be a common sense program for staff in 
trenches and the public; it has to be cost efficient 

Sandy - there is the need for application at the project level; 
there may be impacts on the economics of the community 

Alex - talked about the regulations (NRDA) in the settlement; how 
they interplay and how he perceives them applying to the settle
ment and the economics portion of them; would like to see the 
role of economists in the regs; regs will provide significant 
guidance on how to proceed with restoration; the settlement 
consists of a number of documents: 

1. Settlement Agreement - says two governments must abide by 
the MOA 

2. Memo of Agreement - is really the document that tells us how 
to proceed with restoration 

MOA defines restoration slightly different from the regulations; 
MOA allows for enhancement of resources and services in addit~ion 
to other things that can be done 

Applicability of DOI regulations: 

A. The MOA (settlement) provides that the governments do not 
elect to be bound by the DOI regulations 

B. The definition of restoration in the MOA differs from that 
in the DOI regulations: 

1. Restoration includes "restoration, rehabilitation, 
and/or acquisition of equivalent natural resources and 
the services those resources provide to the baseline." 
43 CFR 11.82 

2. Restoration means any action which endeavors to "re~
store to their pre-spill condition any natural resource 
injured, lost, or destroyed as a result of the Oil 
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"CONFIDENTIAL LITlGATlON 
SENSITIVE ATTORNEY WORK 

PRODUCr 

Spill and the services provided by that resource or 
which substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed 
resource and affected services. Restoration includes 
all phases of injury assessment, restoration, replace
ment, and enhancement of natural resources, and acqui
sition of equivalent resources and services. (MOA 
paragraph II. K) 

c. Portions of the regulations have been disapproved by the 
D.C. circuit Court of Appeals in Ohio v. DOI. Those por
tions have been redrafted and circulated for comment. The 
comments are currently being reviewed. 

The proposed portion of the regs deal with valuation; the section 
on valuations may be useful to RPWG and economists in determining 
how to address the services component of restoration; cost 
benefit analysis is a very large component; another aspect of the 
Ohio case is the grossly disproportionate test; how that applies 
is that the court opinion suggests that it be applied to the cost 
benefit analysis in determining which restoration option would be 
selected; the Trustees should look to technical feasibility 
project, natural recovery period, acquisition of equivalent land; 
there are ten factors; Interior has propos,ed that they would 
apply the gross disproportionate test. 

The proposed regs are (1) not going to apply a hard and fast 
rule; trustees will have discretion and (2) there should still be 
application of gross disproportionate test but specifically t.hey 
are an initial set of comments and do not intend that the Trust
ees will be bound to the 3 to 1 analysis; the Trustees have a 
little more discretion than perceived from the opinion but should 
be able to justify deviating; 

The proposed regulations provide for the development of a "Resto
ration and Compensation Determination Plan." The trustees must 
develop a reasonable number of restoration alternatives, the 
purpose of which is to: 

a. Return the injured natural resource to its baseline~ 
condition. 

b. Return the level of services provided to the public by 
the natural resource to its baseline level. 

1. Services means "the physical and biological func
tions performed by the resources including the~ 
human uses of those functions. These services are 
the result of the physical, chemical, or biologi
cal quality of the resource." 43 CFR 11.14. 

c. Baseline means the condition or conditions that would 
have existed at the assessment area had the discharge 
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Comment - from the literature, exercise of GDT and restoration 
costs and burden operates from the assumption that someone takes 
an action that results in damage and another party is trying to 
predict what the liability will be for that action; GDT argument 
would seem to make sense; Exxon already knows what their liabili
ty is, so why would the gross disproportionate test enter into 
this 

Alex - have this finite pot of money for the next ten years; we 
should pick the one that is most cost efficient; there have been 
things in the press with suggestions of marine parks; a more 
serious and viable one is a marine research institute; some of 
the things may affect the size of the pot of money spent on hands 
-on restoration 

Comment - who would intervene and say a marine sanctuary is not a 
viable option? 

Alex - environmentalists, fishermen, Native corporations, Exxon, 
.•• each other; would not be surprised to see Exxon take a some
what critical role in the restoration process 

Comment - regarding payments 

Alex - there is a provision for the reopener clause for damage 
that was not foreseeable; there is a provision for reopening 
claims for upward of 100 million dollars; the other part is t~hat 
the restoration process will become public within 90 days of 
settlement; has not figured out how public participation will be 
accomplished 

Susan - may be sued; need to establish we are doing it with 
correct analysis 

Stan - have a public trust and will need a record 

Alex - Trustees have a fiduciary obligation 

Mark - public and courts have a handle in making sure the trust
ees maintain public trust; GDT may be used to shoot down some 
options 

Alex - MOA says we are not bound by regs 

Stan - in proposed DOI revisions, it boils down to cost benefit 
and cost effectiveness (the least cost alternative that delivers 
the desired results); a little ambiguity when referring to 
alternative (a suite of projects) 

Sandy - are bound by public opinion 
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Susan - do we have to do grossly disproportionate? 

Comment - may not even be relevant 

Alex - addresses inadvertent or accidental discharge 

Comment - disproportionate rule benefits the spiller 

Ken - the parallel is back to the EIS process where you have a 
reasonable set of options; have used the red face test in propos
ing projects; need some bounds for what suite of alternatives 
that we put forth 

Comment - regarding GDT, does the law describe cost as social 
cost? 

Alex - don't know 

Stan - does GDT involve a valuation of the damaged or undamaged 
resource? 

Alex - value resource and service; don't know how you would 
separate them 

Comment - can't understand why you would want to consume more 
value than you produce, is it because of political restraints? 

Art - enhancement constraints may force us into this; an example 
would be recreation enhancement opportunities 

Mark - another example is a unique salt marsh that would cost. a 
lot to fix; in terms of value to ecosystem, may be more impor
tant than value in dollars and cents 

Alex - in the preamble to the proposed regs in terms of cost 
benefit: 

the trustee should consider the relationship of the expe~cted 
costs of an alternative to the benefits from the implememta
tion of that alternative, both in terms of the recovery of 
the resource and the benefits to the public that would 
result. This consideration is not intended to be a straight 
cost/benefit analysis. The trustee should weigh circum-· 
stances unique to each assessment against the expected 
alternative costs. Such circumstances might include season
al conditions, e.g., long winters resulting in a short field 
sampling season requiring extra personnel, overtime, and 
high travel costs. All relevant consideration that might 
affect the weighing of costs and benefits should be takem 
into account by the trustee on a case-by-case basis. The 
trustee will document this considerat.ion within the Rest:ora
tion and Compensation Determination Plan that is subject: to 
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stan - least cost is being addressed in restoration options 

Comment - is that compounding injury in some sense? 

stan - that is tricky because if we take an action, we want to 
minimize cost 

Comment - who pays the cost and who receives the benefits; need 
to keep our ledgers straight 

Comment - don't need to get into who the individual bearers are 

Mark - seems we are somewhat vulnerable at this point 

Alex - that's why we wanted to settle with the fishermen 

Comments - there are all types of legal complexities; these are 
good questions for the future 

Stan - need to hear some thoughts from the economists on what. is 
cost effective; what basic elements do we need in our progra~l 

Comment - need to define what you mean by cost and also what is 
the goal 

Stan - our goal is recovery; to the short hand would be pre-s.pill 
conditions such as composition, abundance, and a healthy syst~em 
with functional integrity as prior to spill; settlement is ve~ry 
explicit about pre-spill condition and allows us to enhance 

Susan - regarding cost benefit, aren't there certain categories 
of cost to look at 

Comment - There are engineering cost and land acquisition cost; 
have to go to the political arena to choose among options 

Alex - suggest we begin with task of making ecosystem whole; if 
trustees ask us to deviate, we can deal with those questions as 
they arise 

Stan - when talking about alternatives, one could have alternat
ives consisting of suites of action that have different emphasis; 
need to package this in way that the public will get a handle on 
the range of strategies; may have several different packages;· Art 
prepared a restoration plan decision diagram; it gives a good 
sequence for making decisions 

Comments - is this a time sequence? 

Stan - conceptually it is not a time sequence 
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Art - run options through decision tree 

',;ONFIDENTIAL LITIGATION 
SENSITIVE ATIORNEY WORK 

PRODUCr 

Stan - it is a series of decisions made in sequence but not 
spread out over ten years 

10 minute break 

Stan - the RPWG is working on a process by which we are identify
ing the relevant habitats; showing which ones are on public and 
private land and ultimately enabling us to make recommendations 
to the trustees; need to translate from the conceptual down to 
the specific which will enable us to get down to cost 

Jeff - had an opportunity to see some projects generated by 
biologist for fisheries and can't see where benefit side is 
equal; if cost effective analysis is to be a meaningful exercise, 
you have to make sure two projects have identical benefits 

Comment - RPWG has to bring economists some very precise informa
tion about the physical attributes, status of resource, level of 
recovery and rate at which that recovery will occur for them to 
tell RPWG about the cost benefit; will be hard for economists to 
do much in a quantitative way otherwise 

Mark - that would be requesting a level of understanding of the 
ecosystem that we don't possess 

Comment - can't definitively determine cost benefit unless very 
precise about benefit scheme 

Art - if we decrease the recovery time, is that a benefit? 

Comment - would have to see an explicit example 

John - are getting some information from a contract dealing vdth 
estimating 

Art - Alternatives are no action, management action and direct 
intervention action 

Comment - can tell us difference in cost and productivity; one in 
dollars and one physical units; have trick ways of computing 

Ken - putting in a net present value 

Comment - the problem in reality is that the political decision 
will be made; all they can do is summarize the information in a 
useful way 

Comment - the one advantage is that the goal is defined to pre
spill equilibrium; can determine relative performance of options 
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Comment - are you talking only about direct: cost of obtaining the 
alternative? 

Art - there are also benefits that might accrue 

Comment - see if you can assign economic values; how much money 
and how much credibility do you want to assign to the methods? 

Alex - NEPA does not apply but can be used to make decisions as a 
methodology for determining endpoints 

Comments - may not be able to quantify to the last duck, but 
theory tells us about the estimates surrounding each 

Alex - regarding applicability of NEPA regulations, can only 
speak from the state side 

Stan - anything that can be construed as a federal action or 
using federal money will have NEPA come in·to play 

Ken - may have to do site specific analysis 

Stan - a good deal of money might get eaten up in NEPA compliance 

Mark - would like to get a summary of wher'e we are in terms of 
cost effectiveness; what can we do to make an administrative 
record to show that we have considered this 

Stan - if someone were assigned to provide an economic view to 
the RPWG, what types of steps do we need to be going through? 

Comment - have to be sure everyone is talking about the same 
questions; economist are infamous for answering the wrong ques
tions; have to have the concepts nailed down 

Art - need to use an example we are faced with such as Harlequin 
Duck 

Comment - important to date your expenditures 

Art - what about costs of land? 

Comment - management and monitoring are costs economist need to 
know about 

Stan - it's not the purchase of land that improves productivity 
but rather it prevents further degradation of the environment~ in 
which the duck is nesting 

Comment - what are things that will go away as a result of 
purchase of land? 
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stan - when cost is incurred and when the benefits are realized 
should be noted; maintenance operating cost and at what intervals 
are also information we desire to have; another is planning and 
compliance cost; 

Stan diagramed the following for project costs: 

Internal Project Costs 

Planning/compliance 
Construction/acquisition 
when incurred 
when benefit realized (rate of benefit accrual) 
maintenance 

-interval 
administrative/fixed 

Benefit 
service restored 
when realized 

-rate of accrual 

External Project costs 

Costs 
lost use 

-technical spill overs 

community/Regional Impact 

who gains? 
who loses? 
how much? 

Benefit 
services restored 

-joint products 
-additional benefits 

Art - would we need to provide a no action scenario? 

Comment - yes 

Comment - some of these lost uses are lost property, and othe~rs 
are de facto losses that are not recognized under the law 

Comment - you can't collect what you never owned 

Comment - be careful of double counting 

Stan - do we need to look at economic impacts? 

Art - would be politically impossible not to 
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Comment - we don't have the data to give us a stable model 

Sandy - would rather be criticized for what we have done than 
what we have not done 

Art - we should be able to quantify losses to fishermen 

Comment - in the absence of evidence to thE:! contrary, each op·tion 
has the same repercussion effect 

Stan - is there potentially a non-trivial effect? 

Art - who determines what is trivial? 

Mark - the Trustees 

Comment - there may be multiple objectives; economics deals with 
efficiency and equity; economic impact assessment only explains 
to the best of your ability 

Comment - inputjoutput is a loaded term and should be substituted 
with community/regional impact 

Comment - in a cost benefit analysis, it is appropriate to list 
your errors and biases 

Comment - can't begin to do any analysis until the mapping out is 
done 

Break for lunch at 12:15 

Stan - work group needs to huddle together to make good use of 
time this afternoon with economist; will meet at 12:45 

Stan - work group met and tried to frame a few more questions for 
the economists; here are a few things we need to know more about: 

1. Is framework appropriate 
2. Methods - where do we go to get some insight to establish a 

program 
3. Level or rigorousness needed to satisfy Trustees 
4. What kind of staff capability is required (staff economist) 

we tried to articulate the goals; need to have valuations of re
sources and injuries to make judgments 

Comment - it is not a monetary measure but. a performance measure 

Mark - we are expending money we recovered for lost use and 
returning it in the form of enhancement; W'e are compensating the 
people through enhancement beyond pre-spill 
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Art diagramed the following: 

0 
H-. 

O'l 
(1) 
l'i 
<: 
1-'• 
(") 
(1) 
O'l - lost services 

Time 

\ .. 0NFIDENTIAL LITIGATiON 
SENSITIVE ATTORNEY WORK 

PRODUCr' 

Art - whole system will come back to this dynamic equilibrium 
even if left alone 

Comment - is that a good thing to do? 

Stan - why do you call this enhancement and not restoration? 

Comment - should look at what do we gain per dollar 

Stan - in order to calculate benefit, we still need a valuation 
in dollars and cents 

Another diagram was drawn by an economist from work of Dennis 
King, Wetland Creation and Restoration: lm Integrated Framevmrk 
for Evaluating Costs, Expected Results and Compensation Ratios, 
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory center for Environmental and 
Estuarine Studies, University of Maryland System, Solomons, MD 
20688-0038 (301) 326-4281, prepared for Kenneth Adler, Office of 
Policy Planning and Evaluation, u.s. Environmental Protection 
Agency, April 1991. A copy was obtained from Industrial Econom
ics Incorporated, 2067 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachu
setts 02140 

Pre-spill j- l."'?>) 

. ·a'\). ~'t-"\.'0-
z,.~'}.: 

Z-
o"\.~85% 

~
75% 

(A) TPost sp11l) 
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Another economist diagramed whether margin of cost is worth the 
margin of gain: 

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

dollars out 

i 
i ------ ---t-------- mi n. acceptable 
l 

J 
l 
I 

dollars :in 

Comment - bristles at the notion that you have to use scient.ist 
and analyst to sell these things 

Comment - some of us think the cleanup added to the damage; what 
is the alternative best use of this money that would produce~ more 
benefit? 

Stan - that is what the equivalent resource option is 

Comment - do benefits have to be in Alaska? 

Stan - yes; what capabilities does it require to do basic cost 
benefit analysis? does technical team need to have a couple of 
economist? do we need them now or after we have a conceptual 
plan? 

Comment - probably should have had one a year and a half ago when 
the RPWG began working; need someone advising which may short 
circuit problems 

Art -what kind of person do we need (background)? 

Comment - need someone who can relate to non-economist and with 
natural resource experience 

Stan - is it necessary to have an economics team? 

Comment - you have a pile of money and at some point will have to 
make some hard allocations; at this point: you will need an 
economist, especially when considering bEmefits 

Stan - cost estimation is not something that is an issue for an 
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economists 

Comment - need an economist to compute costs; minimum protocols 
need to be established 

stan - would you need a committee to meet to hammer out proto
cols? 

Comment - yes; may get a few people together to draw up a propos
al 

Stan - does Fish and Game do cost estimation the same way? 

Comment - have to make sure they are expressed in the form of 
marginal costs 

stan - have to have a way to calculate basic cost 

Mark - not comfortable that we have identified a way to keep the 
economic analysis cost down and make it defensible; need to reach 
closure on what level of economic analysis is needed 

Susan - maybe if agencies have a standard method of doing cost 
analysis, it might help to look at it 

Comment - not aware of anything agency-specific for cost analysis 

Susan - EPA does 

Art - gave the classes of restorable options 

Comment - what are the five most important? 

Art - we selected the most defensible ones 

Stan diagramed the following species for restitution: 

Sea otter 
Dolly VardenjCutthroat 
Harlequin Duck 
Common Murre 

Stan - there are no competing alternatives for Sea otters, 
Harlequin Duck, or Common Murre; can only maintain the environ
ment in which they live; need to look for things that benefit~ 
multiple resources 

Comment - if you need to do it on political grounds, you need a 
political scientist; what is the nature of the form to resolve 
disputes 

Alex - even Trustees can't make decisions completely in a vacuum; 
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Ken - need to look at the three proposals for economic studies 
this year; see how they fit into restoration program 

comments by Jeff Hartman 

Comment - (overview of proposed projects) - developed a demon
stration project to show how cost benefit analysis could be used; 
damage assessment would probably concentrate on consumer surplus; 
should be more concentration on the supply function and the 
industry cost function; put together proposal for project study 
#1 for commercial fisheries restoration; t'wo economist would be 
John Boyce and Matt Berman for this project; would get them 
access to confidential fish files; funds are in the budget but 
want advice as to whether to carry out studies 

Comment - why did you decide to ignore consumer surplus? 

Comment - this is not an import/export model 

Art - would management differential be shown in this model? 

Comment - could ask managers to provide us with that 

Sandy - is it correct to consider this a desk study? 

Comment - yes; data already here 

Sandy - how long would it take you? 

Comment - a year to get the model developed 

Comment - what is the kind of precision that is going to be used 
to make decisions on restoration allocation; do we contemplat:e 
doing studies that will provide estimates like this for all the 
restoration projects? is this kind of fine tuning necessary? 

Stan - there are different answers to that questions; fisheries, 
land acquisition and economic implication, and recreation are~ 
three areas most likely to need economic studies beyond the 
routine 

Mark - how can we do something most cheaply that will be defEmsi
ble? what is the level? 

Art - does model deal with management actions? 

Comment - it would be capable of estimating management issues 
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Art - why isn't it being done as part of regular management 
budget? 

Comment - been trying to convince Fish and Game to do this for 
half a decade 

John - would hate to see a decision made regarding enhancing pink 
salmon without a cost benefit analysis; need the kind of data the 
model will give us 

Comment - take best estimates you can find; how much can you 
improve estimates of archaeological studies? doesn't know how to 
spend the money 

Susan - do you have to justify economically? 

Comment - not required to by law 

Art - is the money already allocated for fisheries 

Stan - money allocated for restoration is subject to NRDA approv
al 
Alex - to avoid the appearance of an agency getting its own work 
done with restoration money, work group should take a look at~ 
this kind of question in a broader prospective and make the 
decision that these should be done as pilot projects 

Sandy - appropriate context is to hold next year's program 

Stan - difficulty is the projects have been on the table for six 
months; should be on a faster track 

Comment - could you be more precise on the nature and how cost 
function will be estimated? 

Comment - recommends having a conference call with John Boyce 

stan - looking for some indication that conceptually these are 
worth looking further at; should hear other two proposals and 
have some discussion on them 

Comment - (proposal regarding Dolly Vardenjcutthroat project) -
this proposes to use some models and information that was devel
oped for management purposes by the Dept. of Fish and Game about 
cost and benefits associated with management actions and regula
tory proposals; began in Cook Inlet on problems with King Salmon 
and then the next important question came up in Southeastern; 
probably won't get to PWS before restoration begins; history -
had inputjoutput models for impact estimates and developed some 
discrete choice models for benefit analysis; committed to a 
voluntary experimental approach; made more sophisticated modE~ls 
that have computer based models that give changes in benefits; 
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going out and evaluating stocks in non-oiled areas to see if they 
are up to supporting displaced resources; might take some manage
ment action to move sport fishing from oiled areas to other 
areas; values on discrete choice models te:nd to be very small; 
have an annual survey in which usage is me:asured all over the~ 
state; all of this was directed at assessing benefits 

Ken - focus is on dolly varden and cutthroat? 

Comment - yes, but the direction kept changing 

Ken - what if we wanted to look at all recreation fishing? 

Comment - they would do that; would refine models so they could 
do that 

Comment - economists love to make assumptions; model is incre~di
ble but is the cost worth it; what are you willing to pay for the 
extra precision? 

Stan - can anyone talk about Scott Goldsmith's project? 

Comment - the most accurate way to describe what Scott wants to 
do is conduct a survey on household consumption data and try to 
refine some impact models he is already operating; suggestion to 
do economic impact assessment and relate it to fisheries in t~he 
oil spill affected areas 

Art - unfair to have someone to explain someone else's project 

Susan - how do these two fit together? 

Comment - describe employment and personal income changes in sub
regions in the state 

Comment - if you decide to estimate economic impacts, then these 
are the kinds of things you would want to do; only small parts of 
big picture 

Comment - if you decide to do these things, it is best to go with 
an available mode 

Ken - need to bring this to some kind of closure; could we ask 
our peer reviewers to take these back and maybe get on conference 
call with PI and then later get on conference call with RPWG 
before making a final decision? do we want this level of analy
sis? 

Alex - seems appropriate 

Susan - could we get technical reviews so we can figure out how 
we want to extrapolate this to the larger picture? 
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stan - not sure we should hold them hostage to our not having 
identified the other elements we need; we have money to do these 
on hand 

Mark - just because we want additional information, does not mean 
we want this level of detail 

Peg - are you setting up an expectation? 

Mark - what level of information is needed; if we don't need it 
for other studies, we don't need it for these 

Alex - is there a need to do some level of investigation? 
Comment - would want to know are there other proposals out there 
that could do the same thing for better or for less 

Comment - felt the whole assessment process cost 8 or 10 times 
what it should have; wondering about other opportunities out 
there 

Comment - strategy does not accomplish returning ecosystem as. a 
whole to pre-spill conditions; someone will have to integrate all 
component parts from models; need to redefine the goal; one 
definition is not consistent with how you are strategically 
attacking it 

Stan - no simple answer, have to use the hand dealt us; damage 
assessments were charismatic species-driven; have tried to 
operate on a couple of different levels; one is on a species-· 
specific action that can restore or enhance; we need to look at 
individual species opportunities for restoration and need to look 
at habitat level approach that benefits multiple species 

Comment - hard to integrate without a little background context 

stan - believe there are beds of mussels that are sinks for oil 
and are prey for a variety of predators; several species are 
experiencing long-term decline; may be something we can do to 
restore prey base 

Art - the action taken was a response action; an attempt to work 
on the entire ecological system 

Comment - seems you are starting at the upper end; could fert:il
ize and plant 

Stan - invested money in Fucus for a while 

Ken - what do we want to do with the three studies? 

Susan - would appreciate a technical review 

17 
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Ken - would be hard to review the third one 

"CONFIDENTIAL LITIGATION 
SENSITIVE ATIORNEY WORK 

PRODUCT" 

Comment - would encourage review with the authors 

Stan - could we arrange a conference call? we could organize it; 
would you be willing to chat with individuals? recognizing we 
have not resolved some of the larger issues 

Alex - Gardner's services are rather expensive 

Stan - what are we looking at 3 or 4 hours? 

Gardner - is not worth it? 

Stan - learned some things; RPWG has a lot more thinking to do 

George - when calling his office, extension 1886 rings into his 
office, 1885 disappears 

Comment - Ben Chambers sends his regards; is in NOAA restoration 
office in Washington on November 20th for a meeting 

Meeting adjourned at 4:00. 

18 
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S U M M A R Y 

Regional Economic Impact Assessment 
Commercial Fisheries Restoration 

University of Alaska - 1\.nchorage 
Institute for Social and Economic Research 

Scott Goldsmith 

for 

(The principle investigator was on vacation and could not be 
reached to provide a project description. This short description 
was derived from previous submissions.) 

Introduction: 

The overall goal of this research is to develop the economic impact 
tools needed to assess the regional and inter-regional econo:mlc 
impact of restoration projects. Specific objectives include: 

- collecting data on the purchasing behavior of key commercial 
fishing and sport fishing sectors. 

- using this data in an economic impact framework to assess 
impacts on regional employment, gross revenue, income 
multipliers and state tax receipts under various assumptions 
about the ability of different sectors to respond. 

- collecting data on household consumption patterns, goods and 
services purchased and place of purchase. 

- identifying which regions, sectors and types of businesses 
are most likely to be able to benefit from enhanced fishing 
opportunities. 

Methods: 

The Department of Fish and Game has a preliminary version of an 
economic impact model, developed by the Institute of Social and 
Economic Research, for evaluating the effects of increments in 
harvest for major statewide fisheries. This model is based on a 
spreadsheet analysis of secondary data showing the percent of 
harvest costs accruing to labor and other factors of production. 
It projects personal income and full time equivalent employment. 
This model needs further disaggregation to n11ake it more useful for 
determining the indirect impacts that may occur in the local 
economy due to changes in a number of commercial species which may 
result from restoration activities. 

Data on firm. and household purchasing behavior will be collected 
via direct survey of permit holders and crew~ Primary data will be 
sought only if it is believed it will have a significant influence 
on the output of the model and that the true data values are 
different from those available from secondary sources. 



Regional Economic Impact Assessment for 
Fisheries Restoration 

{Project 3.) 

DRAFT WORKPLAN {Partial) 

Ill. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

lll.a. Concept 

Restoration implementation projects will impact the regional economies in South 
Central Alaska in several ways. The manpower and other resources directly devoted to 
the projects will have a short term economic effect. The permanent changes in the stock 
of seafood in the Sound resulting from the restoration projects will have a long tE~rm 
economic effect. Other temporary or permanent changes in the natural or human 
environments of the Sound resulting from the restoration projects will create other short 
term or long term economic impacts. 

The regional economic impact of these projects is popularly known as the 
"multiplier effect". It is a measure of how an initial infusion of money into a region is 
multiplied through the economy by the subsequent economic transactions which it 
engenders. 

For example, the construction and operation of a fish hatchery brings new money 
into the community within which it is located. Workers are temporarily employed in 
construction jobs. When construction is completed workers 1get permanent jobs operating 
the hatchery and fish harvesting and processing activity may also increase. These 
activities generate additional jobs within the community in two ways. First some of the 
inputs to the construction and operation of the hatchery as well as the harvesting and 
processing of the fish, such as fuel or gravel, are provided by local businesses which 
expand operations when the hatchery enters the region. Economists call this the 
"indirect" economic effect of the hatchery. Second the workers at the hatchery and 
processing plants and the fishermen spend some of their wages and other income in the 
community. This stimulates activity for those local businesses that provide goods and 
services to households. Economists call this the "induced" economic effect of the 
hatchery. The total economic impact of the hatchery on the community includes not only 
the new jobs created at the hatchery itself but also the "indirect" and "induced" 
employment created by the expansion of other businesses within the community. 

Measuring the economic impacts associated with the restoration implementation 
projects is a useful policy analysis exercise. The impacted communities and individuals 
usually view increases in jobs and income from such projects as economic benefits E~ven 
if, in a classical economic benefit-cost analysis, they are not. Consequently, policy 
makers need to be aware of the changes in economic activity which result from 
government projects which influence the economy. 
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(8) J(ni) - x: + 1\ni,t + ~T i.t + v!;..:. 

where, again. the intercept plwl tbtJ coofficieot on the ni:t tem:1. will ~t tbe opporamity cost of ihe moS'.t 
efficient fishenn~ and tbe 11 p;muneter will represent 1he jo(:remental cost of adding snothec fisberman to 
the fishery. One cbeck on tbe Iogica1 CODSistcDcy of the model will be in c:umining the loearlon of the enny 
and cxirlng; cost fimctions reJatfve. to oae a.JlOtber. The entry cost eqaation sbould lie above the exiling cost 
equation eveeywherc. 

The Eqoih"brium Couditioas 

Two types ot equilibrium may oc:car in tbe fisheey. Iu the event that fisbeaneu are observed entering tbe. 
fishery (1n Det). the equilibrium will be cbarac=i:zed by equating ~ tevem~es with the entry cost. 

(9) E(zi.Jzi.f-t.Yu-t.n;.rl~t.Si.f-tJ = /rift;). 

1be "tedaced. tom&.• equation conespanding to this equwlibrimn is 

(10) 1!i,t - (.,;ty) + (-ttrJ:~.~-1 + {-:IJ'y)%{,1-1 + ~~1 + (oJ1J("'u-1- SI.J-1- Yi,rl) + (VOTi,t + t!l.i.l 

wbele T• P-Tt. an4 the c:aor term fs t!lJ.t •(lfy)(V;w- v,,i). It is tbis eqaadon mat will be eslin1aled when 

emry is obsened to ccall'. A similar eqaatioa. wm exist when eldtiag is observed to o:=r. Wheu exiting 
occurs, me equilibtimn is gtveo by equadnc exper;red ~ wilh tbe vm:iable oppommity cost ftmction. 

(11) E(zJz'i.t-ltYu-t.ni.J-ltlftu-t,sr.HJ = c{ni)-

The "muced fo~m· eqcaiion coaespoodina to this equitibrium is 

(12) "e.t .. (41'8) + (-~ + (-l/8)1i.l-1 + @IS>n;,-1 + (atS}(~l - -'i.l-t- Y~,t-t) + (~ + '2.i.t 

where a= JHD. 8Dd the emx tam is 'Ut = (1Jy)(v3,i,t- v,J.J. It is Ibis eqoarlon tbat will be estimated when 
mting is observed to occur. 

The mcdd to be cafim•tfld will dull •swio:h• betweea equsticos (10) aDd {12). dtp-ndina apon which 
t(tnflfbrtmn is in e.trect. Tho~ of die model are to be esdmaaed usmc IP&Dmnm Jib!ibood ()fi.E) 
tl'.clmiqaes takfaJ iDeo 8CCOQDt tbe DOIHiDearhy of die paramean. 

The DisequiDbriam. Coaditioas 

There are fbar 4isequi~i~Dum. amditioas that me also possible. Oae set of cases oo;ars at me two "cnmer 
solmioas" coaespolldlng to "1.1 equal to zero (all people bavc exitc4 tbe &bay bnuse expected reveo.ues ~ 
below die oppmamity COSt of evea tbo most~ fi!betmaD.) anclll!f.t equal to tbe number ol peanit 

holdets (all possible. emrao.ts bavc mtered tbe fisbc:ty bera~De expectDd I8YCIU1CI am in excess of the 1csst 
~ftshc:rman's oppc:il£UI(ity cost of enrcdng). A tbild case occ:ua wbea the fis.bsy is closed by 
maaagement oflidals cm=a tbCqb ~pe:dedten~D-. exceed 1be opponmdt;y COSt of at least some~ 
!be foartb. case oc:curs whea it is proftmble rex all fisbemlen wbo are in lbD disarict to remain in the. d~ 
but it is not pmfilable b additioaal fisbem1en to euler. 
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If any of lbe diseqnilibrimn. eonditioPS holds, the mar terms ~l.J.t and el,i,r, will no longer have expected 

valt~eS of uro. To ignore this woald vioiate tbe pmpenie$ assumed to bo.Ld. for the MLE estimator of the 
pa!JUlltcr:s. To de31 wfih this probleln. a two-step procedure suggesn:d by Hfdan.an1 will be ascd. 'Ibis 
proccdarc will bo desca"bed fix the~ where the fishery Is c1ceed by Illli1l8g'emem aJJthQdries even thoop it 
~profitable to fish tor some fisbe.rmen. Jn this cast.. tbe number offisberm.eu. observed to be in the 
fishery the day t'ollowin& the closiug is 14'0. Htnrever. the equi.Ubdum CQDdition (11) is replaced by the 
coodition that 

(13) E(:i.Jzi.f-l•Yl.f-t.lli.f-.lJAr.t-l.Si.f-1.) ::> c(l). 

In r.eans ot eqnaJioa (12). we have "i.: obse:rved to be u:ro. Oiveu the condilions in the fishery. there exisTs an 

n* i.l > 0 toe wbicb. (12) would. be satisfi$5.-wilh eqaality. Uofonuna.rely. this value is not observed. So we 
have 

(14) n• i.l,. 0 
• n i.l ... "i.J. 

when n.*i.t>O. 

wben n* iJ > 0 • 

and the district is closed. aDd 

and the disa:ict is open. 

Let an indicalor variable. r iJ = 1 when tbe dislrla is closed. and.r i,t -0 when it is open. What we want to 

obtain is 8D estimate of 1he e:xpected value of the error rmm ew ccoditioaal upon the indicatOr vad.able 'being 

equal to one. We are not Uying to =:plain tbe ilJdicarnr vmiablCt ooly to ose it u a CODditioo:ing device. 

(~ E(.nJ)f ;,s•l)-= (qr,'S) +(-liS}zi.l-1 +(-l/S)z;,-1 + @18)ft/J-l + (ala){"'f,t-t -s;,-1 -Yi.t-1) +(cr!S)qi.t 

+ EC.'-'1 .• ;)1\:- 1) 

The expeetaiion of tbe ct:ror 1lll1ll (also kDoML as 1he Pazzard flmctiOD) is ZCI'O wbcm the indicaror ~[e 
equals zero. To esdmol&e the hazi.md ftmcdm vaioe. we may set up a probit eqtW:ion.. when the rigftt hand 
side is tbe right hDd. side of (12). 8l1d 1iMJ ~ variabJ& is~ indk:alm maNe. 1be probit estimation 
procedure is kDcwn m hawe Eho paopetty that lbe UkeUhood funcdou is gJcbally CODCaVe iD dle parametlti:S., so 
puametcr estiulaCes are economraicaDy COIISisla1t. In this cue. tbo p;nmetmS may be estimated in tl:lleir 
reduced form..linear-jn..parametas fcrm si:Dce an-,.~ beiDa ucd far is to obWn an estimate of the 
expected value ottbe c:mx tenn givea dw tbe iDequaU1y in (13) balds.. Tbc expectltioll of the error tean is 
derlve4 in Mi!ddala (p. 222). This value is subsdudecl iDro (15) wim an expecwiDD of :.ero wbeu r i.l"" 0, and 
the r:igbt-ba114-sl~ of (15) fs used to esri'ngM (12.) uslnJ c.:diDaly least sqamrs. 

This mcdlodology is described ill more deail in Olspw 8 of Madcb111 (1983) b' the present cit'cum.stanees 
and for cases differing from the preseut example. 1be olha: discquf1lbtium eonditioos will be bln41ed in a 
siJnilar fasbioo. n. filial estimating equalion woo1d meu be a dmDmy f/8dable mcdd swilehing between 
(10) &Pd (12). 01ppCNflnl die~ hazzald faDctioas as • extra. ap1alwoey Vlriabfe. The coeft1cieat 
f« the haz:z:anl t'tm1:dClo vadable tams oat 10 be tbe variauce esrima.tor rar 1ho model 

TB:E ~T.NTW. Cacxa:Moua. 

The sequemia1 choke modd is based·on wort on pl'ObabaJimc choice use4 by psydiologisrs and economists 
to ~tam behavior aader coo4iti0'15lbat depcad QpoD wbat tbo stale ot the o;:ooomic system in wbic:h tbe 
Bshemlan operalliiS is aad. upaa previous decisions by the Bsbczma. 1'bese models assume thai the IaP4om 
factors influencinc te$1)00se8 at Y8rioos staaes are indepc:Dtbtt (Maddala, p. 51). In it's simplest foonulation. 
tbe model may be c:x:znaae4 as follow!: 
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The probability that an action (to emer. exit, or to remain in the am~) is 12klm by an fi.shemlan in district ~ on 
day t,depeods upon the stare of lhe system. 'Ibc stare of tbe system is a ft:mc:tiou of variables specific to the 

. individual. such as wbex'e tbat iudMdualls fisbiftg; bow long be bas been rhere. and his own history of 
~as well as variables wbieh are specific tD the area. but aeneral to the individiJals. This woul<l 
iDcltJde dUngs such as the umnber of tisbermenin tbe area in tbe previous period. the CPUE in that area. the 
species mix, and the lib. The mdividJlal woul4 make m ob$ervable eboice in each period. 

The sequential choice tnodel can be ttsns~Dsd into effort supply curves by iDcluding a variable on the 
expected revenues (J.e.. a dollar variable) in the set ot expbmaror:y variables. This is the methodology used in 
discrete cbok:e c:onti!l.gem Vlllaation medtod. models used in recmtion demand 2 The idea is to estimate the~ 
probability £bat an fisb=;man will ePter or n:maiD in a fishing disttict given. the ~ m'tlllles associated 
with t:ai:ing this action. The supply ~Cot eJfon is tbtJn obtaided by obtaioiD.a me~ nambcr of 
fishenncn at each &fvett ptk:e. where llpdce. is tbe esd:mare of the. expected xevennes in the atea. 

1'his method is much $lmpl« ro csdma1:e tban. is the simtl1Janeous equations model used in tbe SUuctmai 
eqaatioa modeL In additioa. ii has the benefit ot osin&" a probi! e.pJatioa. wbicb is extmnely robust in its 
esrimati011 properties since Ute undedyipg likelihood. f1maion is globaD.y ~vein tbe parameters of tbe 
model. 

The Estilnatin& Equatfml 

The estimation eq081iou bas as Its depeGdeDt v.aiable an indicar.or variable I i.zt where •1 if the fisherman 
chases to emer or remain fD areA i &tvea 1be sttmzs or that area on dq t. aDd is zero odlc:rwise. The emry aJSt 

flmcti.on may be dilrtzendato:l from die cxi1tq cost f\mdioa by a dmmuy 'VSdable sE.t-1 wbicb designateS the 

statos of the fisherman in dle previous day. Po: example, iftbe fisberman is in atml oo day t-1, then s;,...1 
•1. and is zero ocberwise. 1be idea is Cba1 me fisbermaD will aucr if and oaly if the cx:pCcr.ed revenues 
exceed me ftsheraum's "xeservadoa ~. This teser:wdoa eoc. of coarse. is lbe oppornmil:y cost of enu~g 
the tlsbely. Simfiady. the oppottmlily cost ot fe1!111ining ill the fisheEy will act as the teSel"Y88foD cost in 
determinini wbetber m- DOt a 1Jsh«nlan will exit the flsbely. 1he individual cbarac~ variables are used 
tsJ desa:ibe how these rescnadol1 costs dilfer aaosa iDdividuais.. 1be estiJnaring equation would be of the 
following fonD.: 

(16) Ji.J = si.f-1(zt +~l.t +~ +Z4Ji) + (1-s~1X1t4+¥r.:+~ +~;)+v4 

where~ i.t is the measure of the cxpecP:d value of tbe Nnmass, ID4 is oiOaiz2ed by estimating (6). "l.l is the 
IllDllber ofpanidpams i:a die area. ]i.f. is a set of variables desaibini cbe vessel~ policy 

variables (species mix, ere.) aDd zl.t is a set of miaNN dcscnoinalbe vessel characterisdcs. policy variables 

(lnclqding the length of 1be SC81011),1114 ,~,~is 1ha aaobscned raDibn dismrbaDce.. 'I'be dummy variable "iJ-t 

swUcbes the repeaioa. eqaa!ioll bs::k aD4 tcril betweeD me emy cost illl4 the extmaa COSt part or the 
re~ 

'!be idea is lbat tbc depen4ent Tlriable wtD. be eqaal to 1 (lbe 1lstama1l eilha' eaters the mea or mnaiias in 
the area) wben the ~balsd·side of abe eqDIIioD exceeds die ~oppldl!IJ.ky cost. Tbo number of 
panicipams variable is lacladed r.o aa:oaat tor cmwdiq emmJa~ities. The COtflkicmt on me e;qxerrd SIXJCk 
variable is mtctp:elltd as the cbauae iD tbe pmbabUIEy of emw, (or remajnjng ia.) me fishery as me e:xpecmd 
revenues inaease. In each~ 1be lip c1 this coefftdeul is expeae4 to be positve. 'I'M otber vadables are 
mew tn 1hc ~ .. sbift puawet~ oa • supp1y fancriaa. Ar. • i:adividuallevel.lheae wm 
fnclude tb.inp such as Jrisbical effcrt rams au4 tbe amnbc' of days iD the tlsheey (m. dJe c:a:se of exkml). A!. 
the poUcy level. these win lnclnde variables such as tbe species mix (aDd thus die avez:ap expected price) aDd 
the teagth of the opeuiua remabrinr (m. the case of eutty). 
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St1'MMAllY A. "'iLl DI.sc:lJSszON 

Two models have been devdoped in tbis pap«. The strUCttJ:m1 equations mOdel explicitly specifics 
opportunity cast of entering arnanafnln& in lhe fishery. The equadoos to be estimartd are derived =J>tictly 
from this teladousbip. 'Ib.e sequential choice model depends upon tbe notioo lhat the actions of tbe agent! 
reveal their IeSen'alion costs. By usini a measms or expcc:ted. teVemJeS ~ the price variable. the IeSerVaifon 
costs are obtained implicitly. 

Each model depends very lle:avily upon the e:xpecrE'd ~ estimate. In the SUt&aUiai eqaatioas model~ the 
furactiou..is explicidy det.ined.. ~er. acmal estimatJ:s of die cxpectt:d. J:evenoes ~ not d.eri~ 1bis is 
because the$e wines are equaled wbh the UDObse:rvablc ~costs. in me dcrivalioo of tbe estimating 
equation.. In the seqaeucial choice model. drl$ valne is expUcitly emmatl!d usbli the model anderlying 
equation (6). 'Ib:i3 is in comrast to dJe travd cost mediad proposed by Dr. Beruw1, wbicl1 ases distance 
tmvelled as a proxy for c:ostL Tbe ~ Dled1s of the two models will! probably lie in me abilli:y of' the 
~-~ te\'enoes fancdou to accm:2tely predict the~ teveuues fhced. by ffshe:rmco. 

In addition. bod1 sets of models make use of a dmnm.y wriable switcbiDg ~ ec;onomettic ~ 
and each model iaCO!pOlalt.S cxplicidy c:et'ISQRd and tl:unC8ted Iepssioo prcbicms asscxiated with the 
econometric dburo&betaees Both modell will bave to deal with tho •COlllU solucioas" as well as with tbc 
~ wbere exiting occurs because tho seBSOQ ciosea. 

The da!a ~for each modd am idcmtictl: a bisroricll 1rip debt dam set is reqaimd to obt3iD 
e3timares of timing o£ I'UDS as well as histadcal ~ tt.allds or i11d!Yiduals; opening and closiug; dates 
for the year selected as 1be base 1f*{pre&uably 1.988 or 1990): ad vessel~ dasa. 

The policy vaiables 1hat may~ considmd ~the stDCk variab1a associated wid! species mix aDd mz,, and 
timing of the nms, as wen as Y8dables at~~=crfnr a dJfrcnadal use of capbal sach as changing 1be lengdJl of 
openings and dadngs. Sacb model fs capab1e of geoeradng estimar&:s of oppommity cosm that am 
indepcndedt ot some oldie area chatacle> iab For example. dtarac;terisrics wbich affect how moag is the 
crowding enernatity can b6 accoantecl for a:pticil1y ill tile regressioa 8D3Iysis (the J! parameter i1t cbo 
p:roducd.oo function 0))~ dms nmdednl lb8 cost eq1lllioll esdJJiatts bid~ of these c~ 
Othec faaon, sm::h as~ ftom. amaj;rpcat can also be dinlc:tly ~for iD the int=:cept paramters 
of the eatry cost tunaioa (-.e.. allcnriDg xiD. equarlm (8) to~ across areas). 

1Rcckman, I. (1976) -n.e Commaa Sll'UC~Dm of St!ttistjraJ MOOeJs ofTnmcatioa. Sample Sdediouand. 
Limited Depeadmt Vlriables aad a Simple F$rimatt for Suc:b M"ocWs.. • AmldLs' ofE~NJmlc alfll Sot:ial 
M~ 5:475-92.. See abo the cHw:nssicm fn Cbaprcr 8 of G.S. Maddala (1983) I.inrlud..fJeptrNlenl ami. 
Q~ Vtzriahl4s bJ Eco~, Cambridge Uui:Yersil:y Pt-. 
~a SUJ:"Yey. see Keonedt E.~ """11e Eoaoomics of Oardoor Recrr.arfao.". Oaprr.r 15. pp. 6Tl· 722. 
in Htmdbook.ofNablt'tii.RaDuru fllfdEMrgy &DIIblldc8. Volume U.. edirad by A. V. ItaceseaDdJL. 
Swceuey. Elsevier SckD:e PubJisbers. 19&1. 
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Two moc:1dS have been dt:velope:d in tbis pape:t. The stracmra1 equations model explicitly speci:fks 
opportmrlty cost of entecin~ or remaining in the fishery. 'I'M eqna:tions to be esrimated are derived explictly 
from this relatioDsbfp. Tbe sequential choice model depends tlpO!llhe notion tbat the actions of the agents 
reveal their reservation costs. By using am~ of expected revenues as the price variable, the~ 
cosrs are obcained implicid.y. 

&ch modd depends very heavily upon the~ tt:veDUeS esdmatc. In the sttuctmal eqwttion.s model, the 
f\mctioa is ~Ii<;:id,y defined, howev«. acmal esrimara of tbe expected xevenues are 00( dcrlved. This is 
because tbc:se valnes me equated wilh tbc unobservable~ cost$ ill tfle. derlvarlon of the estimating 
eqoaJiaD. In the sequeutial choke modeL tbis value is explicilly estima1ed using the model Qnderlying 
equation (6). This is in COD.rtaSt to the travel cost method proposed by Dt.. Berman. which uses disrance 
travelled as a proxy for COStS. Tbe relari\'C merits of 1he two models will probably 1k in the ability of the 
~ nmmaes foDaion to accamtely predict the axpeatd revem:JeS fBced by fisbermen. 

In aMition, bafh sets of models mate. use of a dummy variable swbching regression econometric technique 
and each model iD~ explicitly eeuscnd and tmnaued reazamoo problems associated with the 
economea:k; dimJrbancea. Both models wiil have to deal wb:h the •COJ:llf%' soluliOilS" as well as with the 
occmeoctS wbal! ~ oc::curs beamsc 1M seasaa c:J.oses. 

The data requiremeots for each mo4el are ideiJrical• a historical trip ticbc data set is required to obrain 
estimales of timing of mas as well as bisaxfc:ai participeDon IeC:Olds ol individuals; opeuin' and cl.osing dates 
fur the yesr sekctecl as the base year (preteriab1y 1988 or 1990); aa4 vessel dJaracrerlstlcs daiL 

The policy variables mat may bo coosidt.te4 alba SUlek varlsbles ~with species mix and size and 
timing of the nms, as wen as variabla affec:ciDi a difrer:eatiai ~Ua of capiml SllCh as chan&iDc tbe length. of 
apeomgs and closings. Each model is capeb1c or patadng esdmates or oppcxamity com that are 
iodq)endoat of some of tbe area~ Forexaznple, ~which affect how strong i<J the 
crowdiag extemaJity can be accoanted for aplldEly iD (he re:&s;essioll aualysts (the J3 param=r in the 
pmduaioa fwlctio11 (1))~ mas ]'l'li1C1erfna tbe cast equaJion em mares indt~pa~deut of these~ .. 
Other flctaa. soch as distsnce from a maSor part C8D abo be dilec:dy accoua!Cd ror ill the imert:ept paxnmtm 
of the emry cost funcrfoo (Je.. aJlowi:Da 1till eqaadoll (8) to differ across areas). 

1B'cdman, J. (1976) ,_Cammcn SINCQlleofSmristiatJ Models ofTitlllC3liDn. Sample Selection and 
I imiuxt Dependem Vatiabfes aG4 a Simple Estimator for' Sadl Model:s. • Alwz1s of EcoMmit: and Social 
M~ 5:475-92. See lllo 1he diw=ussfon iD Qapter 8 of G.S. Maddala {1983) Lintiud·Deperrd.~nt and 
Qualitazivt! VaritJIJIG m ~. CamlxidF Uuivasity Praa. 
2for a survey, sec ktnaedl E. McCooDel1. '"Tbe F.coiJOmfcs otOurdoor R.ecaanoll", ClJapcer IS. pp. 617-71:2.. 
iD Hi11111btxJk.o/Na:Dirtll Rao~ QIUJ EMrgy &tJIIIRflit:8. Voituoc II, cdiied by A. V. KDeese and JL. 
Sweeaey. EJaevicr Sdeace PubSsbers. 1985. 
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Attaehed is a technical description o! the model I am pt:oposint to estilllatc for 
estimating the effects of enhancement ptoj ec::ts on benefits and costs to fL~h 
harvueers. I have ov.tlined two versions of the mo<iel. The first, taore compleLe 
vetsion is the one I vould. like to use fnr r.he restoration study. The second 
approach can be estimated more (l\.\1c~ly and c.uily for: a lar~cr munbcr of Hsh~l"! (~:-;. 
l propose eo use chat lll~thod as che f'allback po~itlon (or t.hc l~:e,islat.ivc hntdu·•·y 
St\.ld.y. 

I wol.lld be il'ltet'est~<i in your cotruuClnl..s <ind 'fl\.\CSI.ion~ ::ts soon ~s pos:iiull~. 

plan to be out: of the office next week, but sho~.;tld be ba<:k on r..hc 20Lh . 

..,.. 

-.• 
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A Mo~el of Fishing Cost and Participation 

Th• proposed model of fishing cost and. particit'a.tion utilizes information 
about th• choice of when and where to fish, given the available ~lternatives, 
to estimate expected profit and cos1: funcdons fo,r Alaska salm~' n fisheries. 
Two versions of 1:he basic model are outlined here. The first v rsion -- the 
choice model -- is theoretically the most complete and util es the most 
information about the behavior of individual fishing permit oWners. Using 
this method can produce more accurate es1:imates of net benefit~. but more 
data are required, and problems may potentially ari$e with estimation of the 
model parameters for some fisheries. The second version -- the number of 
trips model ·- follows the same line of reasoning but summarizes some of the 
informacion contained 1n the choice model. The latter model thenfore 
requires less data and is easier to estimate, but is likely to produce less 
accurace results. 

Choice model 

Let Yt represent che profit which would be earn•d 1f the fisher chose co 
fish in area i. Than 

(1) Y1 - p,q. • C(cu,w.Xt) + u,, 

where p1 represents the price vector of the individual's catch q., ch•t cost 
fut\etion, C, depends on the harve.sc, a vectol~ of factor prices, w, and 
a vector of characteriat1es of the clistr1et, x~,~ and ~ is a random term 
representin& unobserved variables and forecasting and optimization mi~1takes 
of fishers. If we assume that expected catch rates are a function of th~ 
eocal stock in area i, ~. that is: 

<ll - f(~). 

then 

(2) Y1 • V1(p,,Q.,W,Xj) + u,, 

where V1 re~resents expected profits, given by 

(3) Y1 - p,f(~) • C[f(Q.),w,x.l + u,. 

The area referenced by the subscript i can represent a statistic~ll area 
or any laval of a~&ragation of statistical areas. The 11:e of the area used 
as the unit of analytls should be large enou&h so that llost if no1: 'Lll the 
harveat recorded on an individual fish ticket c.omu from one area, ya 1t'. small 
enough to ob&erva different boats harvestin& fish from the same opening in 
different areas. For now, we will assume that the area represents a 
district. 

Unfortunately. Y1 cannot be observed. Instead. fishers are ~Jbse.rvecl to 
choose one district in which to fish.l One can represent this cho~ct as 
follows: 

l 



~ - 1 if Y1 • max(Y" Y1 , ••• , Y0 ) 

~ - 0 otherwise, 

where D represents the number of districts open 
fisher) at any given time. If the error terms, 
1d.ent1eally cUstribueed with the type l extre121e 
Madd&la, 1983), then 

for fishing (open to the 
~. are independent and 
value di•tribution (see 

(4) Prob(Mt • ll~.w.Xj) • exp(V,)fl;exp(V1}, (j - 1, ... , D) 

where the expression exp(V) denotes ev. The vector, v, of pricu of 
inputs typically does not change over districts in a fishery, but they 1~ight 
vary over time and across re&ion.t of the state. Elements of w :111ight 
include fuel prices, prices of foo4 and provisions, and the opportunity cost 
of labo~ (wage rate in alternative occupations). 

Each one of the N individuals vho holds a permit and can potentially 
encer thb fishery may have a different expeetecl p~ofit function, V1(Q11 w,x1), 

from fi.shin& a pardcular district, i. One could, however, rewrite eqtJ~tion 
(2) so that profits are a &tneral function of characteristics of the site and 
of each individual participane as follows: 

(5) Y1
1 

• V1 (p1 ,~,w,xt) + r,z• + ~·. 

where z• is a vector of character1seics specific to fisher n which do not 
vary among the varioua sites but whose effect on expected profits might 
differ acroa• siees (for example, vessel charaeterbtict). The site 
characterbtict vector x,.• TU.Y also possibly diffel:' by individual. (for 
example, distance from home port) . .. ~ 

Equation (4) may now be rc~1tten as 

(6) Prob(Mt' - 1) • exp(V1 + ttZ1 )/l;exp(V1 + rJ:•), (j • 1, ... , D) 

In order to ettimaee e~uatioil(6), one must choose a functional form for v. 
With w constant across observations, a sill'ple for11 mi&ht be 

(7) v, - Q + & (p~8)Q. + fX..1 

This specification for V1' turns equation (6) into a standa~d 111\llt:Lnomial 
logit, whote coefficients may re&dily be eatimaeed with maximum likel1hoo4 
techniques (Madd.Ala, 1983). More complex functional forma for f(Q) and 
C(q,w,x) would imply different versions of e<luat1on (6) which mi&ht more 
realistically model the fishery but would be somewhat more difficult to 
estimate. 

A second•level problea vould be to incil)l'pOrate the possibility of 
c:hooains to participate in other fisheries (not jusc other di•tricts), or to 
net fish at all durin& an opening. Thi~ would transform the model into a 
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nested multinomia.l logit model. Following McFadden (1982), define the 
11 1nclusive value" for the kth fishery, I,; as 

r.,.· - log[~ exp (V.k + r)kzl\)] I (j - l' ... , Dx.) 

where there are D\ open districts in the kth fishery. If the choice to 
fish in district i is now conditioned on part:icipating somewhere i~n the 
opening, equation (6) may be rewritten a~ 

:Prob(~1.• • liJ~~.• • 1) - exp(V111' + "~z')/exp(I.•) 

where J.,' represents the choice o£ part.icipati11~g in t.he kth fishery. lf 
t.hera are S available alternative fisheries fer the nth individual., the 
probabilit.y of part.icipating 1n the kth fishery may be written as 

(8) :Prob(J~~.' • 1) - exp(v ... • + f' 11z' + r~~.•)/l;exp(VJ + r 1z• + It) 1 

(j - 1. • • • 1 s) 

Equation (8) represent.s the choice problem for individuals wh<, have 
permits for several fisheries which may have overlappin& open1n&•· The only 
choices which need to be modeled are for those fisheries in which individuals 
have the option to participate (e.g., they own perm1ts). 1 In equation (8). 
V..,1 represents the profit funed.on for the llllOtt. profit&~le district in 
fishery k. Explanatory variables included in that equation will be those 
which vary mons fisheries •• for example, pricet of fish, wage ratu, 
distance from home port • • and factors auch as vessel characteristiC31 which 
might maKe soma individuals to be more likely than others to participate in 
a particular fishery in which they have an option·· e.g., a permit and an 
openins •• to pazticipate. 

The multino111al logtt equations (6) anc:1 (8) carry the 1nrpl1ed ass1umption 
of "independence of irrelevant alternative•. • this assumption moans in 
essence that if a chans• affectins one of the alternatives doe• not affect 
the relative probabilities of choosin& the other alternatives. For example, 
the model implies that an enhancement project Which increases the etoek of 
fish in diatrict A will in_crease the probability that fishers choose to 
fish in district A and decrease the probabilitiea that dist.riets B and 
C are choaen. aut the rll•tive probability of choodna a ova: C would 
not ch•nce. Ve have no reason to believe that chit assumption ia inVlllici for 
the Alaska salmon fiahery. Methods are available to test a~d correct for 
this problea (Maddala, 1983). 

Estimat1n& equation (6) for those individual• participatin& in various 
openings tor an inclivid.ual fishery yield.t estiutel of the expected profit 
an individual would earn from fishinc in each 41strict as well as • 
probability o£ fishina in that district, gi,ven the expected siz•l of the 
atock, charactedstics of districts, and characteriltics of the individual. 
The parameters estimated from equation (6) also eatir&ate the inclua1,,e value, 
I..,•. One can then estimte equation (8) tn order to estimat.e the prob,Lbiliti .. 
and expected profit fro11 participating in a.lternat1ve fisheries. If all 
individuals holding permits for the kth fishery participate 1~ all openinsa 
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over a season, then th~ probability J," is alway• equal to 1, and equation 
(8) cannot be estimated. The overa · . .i. expected earn1ng5 -- che earnings 
estimated for each alternative mult1r. ied by the probability of choosing t:hat 
altarnaeive • • estimates the prod·~cers surplus of the fishery. If the 
avau.ao.Le stock o'! fish changes £u:. em u~.,ulu6 1~\ A 4i.str!.e~. el\o oquotionc 
produce another estimate of the producers surplus1, based in part on hi,gher 
profit• for vessels already fishing in that district and in part on veaael• 
switching into that district from other district•. and possibly in part on 
higher participation rates in the fishery as a whole. 

In addition, the estimated coefficients on distance, stock of fish, and 
vessel characteristics measure the incremental profit an individual fisher 
expects to earn from & marginal change in these factors. These estin:tates 
trace out profit and cost function• for an individual participating itl1 the 
fishery. However, an an&lysis of benefits and CCI,sts for the entire fi.s:hery 
must address the effect on changing location of fishing effort and changing 
participation rates. 

Number of landings model 

The number of landings model assWies t.he same \lnderlyi.ng decision 
ttructura as the choice model enumerated above. The choice model examines 
the choice of whether or not to participate in an opening, givan ·other 
options, and the choice of where to fish, siven the decision to participate. 
Instead of lookin& at each choice separately, the number of trips model 
aggracates the choices of where to f11h into observat.ions on the number of 
landings-from a district. As such, te proposes to estimate expected profit 
functions in a way which is closely analogous to the way demand curves are 
estimated for outdoor recreation u.in& the trav1tl·cost 11athod (see Huppert 
1983). 

Let Nil represent the demand for tripe to th• ith •ita 1n the kth fishery 
durin& a particular openins. Ve assuae that thi• O.mand. and the number of 
observed landings, i• a function of the expected profit which could be ~~arned 
by fishin& in that district, i.e., 

Nil - &(Ya• •••• Y~~,, .-. .• , Y,.) + v •• 

where the Y,_' a represent expected earninas froa fishin& in alternative 
districts open in fi•hery k ancl vll ulllldlldca-ror_ .. 

If one assumes ehat: the function s h linear. the equation for the 
number of landinas for a aiven fishery becomes (doppins the suscr1pt k for 
clarity): 

(9) N• - 11o + 1'1Y1 + · · .+ l'lia + • • • -+- PoYD + vl, 

for tltimatin& equation (9). Y• is given by equation (5), and. Vk is given 
by equation (7). It is also possible to include expac.ted profit:s from 
fisheries in addition to the kth fisheries 1f these are abla to draw at 
least some fishers away from an some openin&s in fishery k. Realistically, 
only a few alternatives can be included 1n equ.tion (9) due to practical 
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problems with construction of the data 'eries and obvious multicollinearity 
among the explanatory variables. 

Variation in the number of landJ.ngs will be •explained by factors which 
influence the profitability of fishing in one district relative to another, 
including size and value of stocks, vessel characteristics, and 
charaete~isties of alternative dist~iets. Two alternatLve way• of 
&&!regat1ng the number of landings are possible. Ona ia to observe the total 
number of landings made from a district by all vessels for each opening 
during the aeason. The other 1s to observe the number of landings ma~a by 

\_ each vessel for all openings over the season. For the first met:hod, 
variations in landings are explained primarily by variations in the siz4lS of 
stock• from one cpenin5 to the next. This metho1d offers no opportunit:y to 
identify how characteristic.t of vessels and permittees affect costs and 
profits. 

For the second method, differences in landings are explained by 
variations in the average si:es of stocb in different district:s ove1r the 
entire season. This latter method allow1 one to examine how individual and 
vessel characteristics influence revenues and costa. Some hybrid of ~he two 
methods could be constructed, however. by observin& the average number of. 
landings made in each openin& by individuals vith the same value for a 
particular characteristic such as a given home port or vessel aize. The 
choice of which method to use will depend on the pattern of .stock variability 
for the individual fishery. If the relative .sizes of stocks harvested tn 
different districts varies dramatically from one opening to the next. the 
flr1tmethcd may yield better results, despite its inab111cy to utilize fully 
the information about differing characteristics of individual fishers. 

Expected profita are derived from estimates of equation (9) by sc)lving 
the equation far Y1 as a function of the nWiber of trips, N,, aru! the 
expected. profits in other districts. A chan&• in the stock of fbh in 
district i will elicit a change in th• nuaber of landings in that district 
and possibly in other districts as well. Consequently, in order to estimate 
producer• surplus fro11 a chan&• 1n the stock, one solves the sy11:em of 
equation• for Y1 for the various districts as a function of the exogenoua 
variables: pr1cea, total stock, characteri•t1cs of the sita1, and 
characteristic• of individ~ala. Thil reduced form equation represent• the 
expected profte eamecl by the typical boa~ fishinc in the diatrict, gi,ren the 
value a of the explanatory variable•. One eval~ates thia reduceitl form 
equation cUrecely • • that is, eseiaatea the change in expected prof1.t as a 
function of the chan&• in the stock •• in order to aeas~re tha change in 
producers a~rplue for the typical fisher. 'nl.e change in expected profit 
times the number of pemittees then estimates1 the change in net economic 
benefits to the fishery. 

s 



Notes 

l. If a landin& 1nclu~ea harvest from more than one district, we assume that 
the area with the largest harvest ia th• target destination. 

2. tndiviciualJ may also work as crew members on various fisheries. One 
option open to all fishers is not to fish at all. These options will be 
explicitly included in estimating equation (8). 

\ 
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Changes in employment, wages, and personal income are the variables most 
commonly used to measure these regional economic impacts. In addition to these 
measures state and local government fiscal variables as well as demographic variables 
are sometimes included in descriptions of economic impacts. 

An important component of any analysis of this type is the distribution ojr the 
impacts, both regionally and across types of people. Some of the benefits of job or 
income creation associated with a project may "leak" out of the community either because 
non-residents are employed or because purchases by residents are made outsidet the 
community. Generally smaller and less stable communities will be able to .retain less of 
the economic impacts generated by projects. 

An accurate and defensible economic impact measure requires an accuratel 
economic impact model. A number of economic impact models already exist for Alaska i 
and for its regions but none has the structure necessary to calculate the impact of a \ 
restoration project, or for more general use in the calculation of the impacts of seafood I 
harvesting and processing activities and policy alternatives. ,_..-/ 

There are a number of reasons for this all of which relate to the absence of ~1ood 
information on the most important relationships determining the size and composition of 
the economic impact. Numerous theoretical studies of economic impact have shown that 
the most important determinants of the size of the impact (the size of the economic 
multiplier) are the size of the direct effect and the average "leakage" of purchasing power 
outside the regional economy from subsequent spending of households and businesses. 

First, although there have been a number of surveys and studies of the 
composition of inputs of seafood harvesters and processors, there is ~ill little useful 
information for developing a profile of purchases for a typical fishing boat ftor a particular 
type of catch for a particular location\ Accurate information on the proportions of gross 
receipts which is profit to the owner, clew share, variable cost, fixed cost, etc. is the most 
important for estimating the economic impact of a change in harvest or fishing effort. 

Second, there is little information on the residency of workers in fish harvesting and 
fish processing jobs. This information is necessary to determine the size of the most 
important element of "leakage" of purchasing power out of the regional economy and into 
other regions. 

Third, there is little information on the composition or variation in purchasing 
patterns of different types of households and workers in small Alaskan communities. Non 
residents spend less in the community than residents, but residents of smaller 
communities also spend less in the community than residents of larger places. The 
proportion of household income spent within the community is the other important 
element which determines the "leakage" of purchasing power out of the community and 
into other regions. 

The models of economic impact currently available do not adequately treat these 
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relationships. The standard input-output models (which have a number of other well 
known shortcomings) used in impact analysis generally devote little attention to these 
important relationships. The approach developed by ISER for the economic impact model 
of the salmon hatcheries (SALMOD) identified these important relationships, but lack of 
adequate funding prevented a complete treatment of the identification of model paramE~ter 
values. 

lll.b. Description (VERY INCOMPLETE) 

Estimation of the economic impacts on small maritime communities of restoration 
projects which change the long run supply of seafood resources and alter the physical 
environment in other ways requires an economic model which describes the economic 
structure of the region. This project would construct and apply such a model. 

The proposed model is what is called in the regional economics literature an 
"extended input-output model". Such a model uses a conventional input-output model 
(essentially a matrix of coefficients describing the transactions among businesses within 
the economy) as a starting point and augments it in one or more ways depending upon 
the structure of the economy and the analyses to be conducted. -, 

The augmentation of the model for the study of small maritime regions would J 
primarily be in the expansion of detail in the "final demand" part of the model. Data would 
be collected to allow the differential purchasing patterns of businesses and households 
to be identified and incorporated into the model. Two important areas where these 
differential purchasing patterns occur are between resident and non-resident workers, and 
between resident and non-resident businesses. As indicated above non-resident workers 
are less likely to spend their income within the local economy and to the extent they take 
their income out of the region the economic multiplier in the region is reduced. The same 
is true for non-resident businesses that operate in the region for a short period of time. 

Model construction and augmentation will rely first upon existing publicly available 
models and data. The results of other economic restoration studies may provide us~eful 
information, particularly on the cost structure of seafood production. Past modeling 
efforts and evaluations have shown however that existing models and data are incomplete 
in the identification and estimation of many of the most important parameters defining the 
structure of the regional economy. These parameters will be identified early in the 
process of model development and a survey will be conducted to obtain the missing 
pieces of information. 

lll.c. Products 

Three products will result from this work. 

(1) A set of economic impact analyses of selected restoration projects. 

(2) An comprehensive economic impact model for use in analyses of both the 
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seafood industry and small maritime communities. 

(3) A report on the structure of economic activity in small maritime communities in 
Alaska with particular emphasis on the role of the maritime resources on their economies. 

IV. SCHEDULES AND PLANNING 

The model would be developed during FY 1992. Applications would be done as 
the parameters of the restoration projects became available. 

VI. BUDGET 

$100,000. 

VIII. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 

Oliver Scott Goldsmith, Professor of Economics at the Institute of Social and 
Economic Research, University of Alaska Anchorage, will be the Principal Investigator. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Peg Kehrer 
Graduate Intern 
OSIAR Division 

STATE OF ALASKA 

DATE: October 22, 1991 

F:ILE NO: VI. 500.075.100 

TELEPHONE NO: 267-2369 

TBRU: 

FROM: Mike Mill~Chief 
Research and Technical Services 
Division of Sport Fish 
Department of Fish and Game 

SUBJECT: Economic Study Work Plan 

Enclosed is a revised detailed work plan for the fiscal year 92 portion of the 
Recreational Fishing Economic Impacts and Benefits study. It is the first phase 
of what must be a multi-year project since the principal restoration science 
project it will value, Study 7, Restoration of Dolly Varden and Cutthroat Trout 
Populations in Prince William Sound, is a multi-year project from which 
management strategies will develop in later years. 

The enclosed work plan schedule is optimistic. Delays caused by the economic 
study proposal review procedures may jeopardize completion during fiscal year 92 
of all aspects of the Recreational Fishing Economic Impc;tcts and Benefits study. 
It may prove necessary to encumber funds for use in fiscal year 93 to complete 
model refinement and baseline estimation. 

Enclosures 
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RECREATIONAL FISHING ECONOMIC IMPACTS AND BENEFITS 

ID Number: 

Project Leader: Mike Mills 

Lead Agency: Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Sport Fish 

Proposal Cost: $81,200 

Project Dates: 15 November 1991 through 30 June 1992 

Location: Anchorage, Alaska 
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INTRODUCTION 

During fiscal year 1992, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of 
Sport Fish, Research and Technical Services, will conduct a study to develop 
computer models from existing software for use in estimating the economic impacts 
and benefits of restoration projects affecting recreational fishing in the area 
impacted by the Exxon Valdez oil spill. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The information derived from this study would be used t:o estimate the economic 
impacts and benefits associated with restoration projects affecting sport 
fishing, in particular, study 7, Restoration of Dolly Va.rden and Cutthroat Trout 
Populations in Prince William Sound1 • In this first phase of a multi-year 
study, economic impact and benefit models will be developed, data collected, and 
baseline information produced. In future years, as management strategies are 
implemented to promote fishing opportunities for Dolly Varden and cutthroat trout 
at non-oiled sites in Prince William Sound, the models ~gill be used to estimate 
the employment impacts in oil spill affected areas of A.laska, the distribution 
of revenues between geographic areas, and net benefits to anglers. 

Existing software would be modified and updated. The Southcentral Alaska sport 
fishing economic study2 developed a series of separatE~ programs, models, and 
spreadsheets to estimate impacts and benefits of sport fishing. Input-output 
methodology was used to estimate total economic impacts associated with 
Southcentral Alaska sport fishing in terms of sales, employment, and income. The 
demand for sport fishing by Alaska residents was analyzed using a nested 
generalized logit model. Hanemann3 shows how estimates of net willingness to 
pay (the dollar amount over and above actual expenditures) for sport fishing 
opportunities can be derived from fitted logit models. Nonresident angler demand 
for Southcentral Alaska sport fishing opportunities was modeled using the travel 
cost method and a contingent valuation survey. The Southeast Alaska sport 
fishing economic study4 carried model development a step further by producing 
an integrated modeling system to simultaneously measure impacts and benefits. 

Using the Southcentral components supplemented by available data and new data 
from a small mail survey concentrated on the oil spill impact area missed in the 
previous Southcentral survey, a system similar to the Southeast system will be 
developed for the oil spill impact area and will be used to analyze sport fishing 
restoration projects. 

'Study 7 will identify non-oiled streams with Dolly Varden and cutthro~~ trout and estimate stock sizes. 
This information will enable fisheries managers to redirect sport fishing effort to non-oiled streams, thereby 
enabling fish stocks in oiled streams to recover. 

•Jones and Stokes Associates, Inc. 1987. Southcentral Alaska Sport Fishing Economic Study. Sacramento, 
CA. Prepared for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Sport Fish Divisicm, Anchorage, AK. 

•Hanemann, W.M. 1985. Applied welfare analysis with discrete choice models. Working Paper. University 
of California, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Berkeley, CA, 

•Jones and Stokes Associates, Inc. In prep. Southeast Alaska Sport Fishing Economic Study. Sacramento, 
CA. Prepared for the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Anchorage, AK. 
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The sampling frame for the mail survey will be the respondents to the division's 
annual sport fish harvest survey who indicate that they sport fished in the oil 
spill impact area. The economic mail survey will concent:rate on respondents who 
live in the oil spill impact area communities of Prince William Sound and Kodiak 
Island, but will also contact anglers who reside in other locations. The survey 
data will reveal individual angler choices concerning use of specific fisheries. 
By observing such choices, it should be possible to use estimated demand 
equations in conjunction with theoretical models to generate baseline willingness 
to pay measures. As fisheries management strategies are implemented in the 
future that affect the oil spill impact area, angler choices can be observed, and 
net benefits and impacts can be estimated. 

The project will be based in Anchorage. The need for technical assistance with 
model development and survey design will be met through contractual agreement(s). 
Survey typesetting, graphic art work, and printing will also be contracted. 
Implementation of the survey, programming, and data proce!ssing will be performed 
by ~he lead agency personnel. 

SCHEDULE AND PLANNING 

Assuming a project implementation date of November 15, 1991, model development 
and baseline estimates will be completed during fiscal :year 92. 

This project will use new and historic data collected b:y the division's annual 
sport harvest survey. Data collection for the 1991 sport fishing season will 
occur during the October 1991 through March 1992 period. 

A supplemental survey will concentrate on anglers who reside in the spill impact 
area. A small sample of respondents to the annual sport fish harvest survey will 
be contacted to gather information needed to run the computer models. Survey 
design and printing will be completed by December 1991. Data collection will be 
completed by March 1992. Data will be entered, edited, and synthesized by April 
1992. 

A contract will be established for development of the modeling system from 
existing components by February 1992. Computer modE!l development will be 
completed by May 1992. Model refinement and estimation of baseline impacts and 
benefits should be completed by June 1992. 

Project Schedule 
Complete supplemental survey design and printing: December 1991 

Establish modeling system contract: February 1992 

Complete supplemental survey data collection: 
Complete supplemental survey data synthesis: 

March 1992 
April 1992 

Complete modeling system development: May 1992 
Complete baseline estimation: June 1992 

Project personnel 
Mike Mills, Chief of Research and Technical Services. Responsible for project 
management, contract administration, and reporting. 
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Allen Howe, Fishery Biologist. Responsible for coordination of survey design, 
typesetting, graphic art work, and implementation. 

Wolfgang Kurtz, Analyst Programmer. Responsible for development of software to 
enter, edit, and process survey data. 

Katheryn Kush, Data Processing Clerk. Responsible for survey receipt and data 
entry. 

Alaska Specialized Education and Training Services (ASETS). 
survey instrument typesetting, printing, and mailing. 

Responsible for 

Contractor (to be determined). 
instrument design. 

Responsible for model development and survey 



FY 92 BUDGET REQUEST 

Project: Recreational Fishing Economic Impacts and Benefits Project Leader: Mike Mills 

Project No.: Location: Anchorage Phone: 267-2369 
-------~ 

LINE AMOUNT 
ITEM 7/1/91-2/28/92 3/1/92-6/30/92 7/1/91-6/30/92 

71000 15.4 22.7 38.1 

72000 0.0 0.0 0.0 

73000 27.1 16.0 43.1 

74000 0.0 0.0 0.0 

75000 0.0 0.0 0.0 

TOTAL 42.5 38.7 81.2 

COMMENTS: 

The above breakdown assumes a project implementation date of November 15, 1991. 

l 
Page 1 



FY 92 BUDGET REQUEST 

[nooo PERsoNALSEav-icEs --- I 
PCN/NP/NEW RANGE/STEP ClASSIFICATION NO. MONTHS LOCATION INCUMBENT SUPERVISOR 

4052 22K Fisheries Scientist 1.0 Anchorage Mills Netsch 

4119 l8F Fishery Biologist 1.0 Anchorage Howe Mills 

4267 17A Analyst Programmer 5.0 Anchorage Kurtz Fidler 

4268 9B Data Processing Clerk 1.0 Anchorage Kush Fidler 
·-· ------ --

[moo TRAVEL -- ·1 AMOUNT --1 

0.0 

17 3000 CONTRACTUAL-- ., DESCRIPTION I AMOUNT I 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ECONOMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 30.0 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SURVEY INSTRUMENT DESIGN 5.0 
' 

NONPROFESSIONAL SERVCS. SURVEY TYPESETTING, lAYOUT 2.6 I 

NONPROFESSIONAL SERVCS. SURVEY PRINTING AND MAILING PREPARATION 1.5 I 

POSTAGE SURVEY MAILING AND RETURN POSTAGE 4.0 
Lc. 

174000 SUPPLIES I DESCRIPTION ------·· I AMOUNT I 
0.0 

175000 EQUIPMENT I DESCRIPTION I AMOUNT I 
----

Page 2 0.0 



FY 92 BUDGET REQUEST 

171000 PERSONAL SERVICES --- FOR 7/1/91-2/28/92 I 
I 

PCN/NP/NEW RANGE/STEP CLASSIFICATION NO. MONTHS LOCATION INCUMBENT SUPERVISOR 

4052 22K Fisheries Scientist 0.5 Anchorage Mills Netsch 

4119 18F Fishery Biologist 0.5 Anchorage Howe Mills 

4267 17A Analyst Programmer 2.0 Anchorage Kurtz Fidler 

4268 9B Data Processing Clerk 0.0 Anchorage Kush Fidler 
-----

Page 3 

I 
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PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 

Project Leader 
Mike Mills is Chief of Research and Technical Servi.ces for the Sport Fish 
Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. He has been employed by the 
department since 1974. He holds a B.A. from the Univ,ersity of Colorado and a 
M.S. from the University of Washington. He directE!d the first studies on 
economics of sport fishing in Alaska; has consulted on, designed, and analyzed 
data from economic studies; has made presentations on economics to economists and 
natural resource professionals, the legislature, and the public; has served on 
economics committees; and was involved in planning of economic damage assessment 
studies for the Exxon Valdez oil spill. 

Other Project Personnel 
Allen Howe, Fishery Biologist III, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Sport Fish 
Division, Research and Technical Services. 

Wolfgang Kurtz, Analyst Programmer III, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Sport 
Fish Division, Research and Technical Services. 

Katheryn Kush, Data Processing Clerk II, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 
Sport Fish Division, Research and Technical Services. 

~ 
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MEMORANDUM 

;:EQ: Jerome Montague 
Director 
Oil Spill Impact Assessment 
and Restoration Division 
Juneau 

STATE OF ALASKA 
I>epartment or Fish and Game 

Ill§: September 23, 1991 

li~~~~1!ll: 

flltl: mmt:;,amm:a:i:lt= 465-4160 

\1111: Jeff Hartman:Li 
Economist 
Division of D 
Department of Fish and Game 

§11111¥: Restoration Economic 
Study#1 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit a detailed work plan for Economic Study #1 (ES #1). This 
plan was requested by Peg Kehrer in her memo of July 25, 1991. Tite name of ES #1 is Cost-Benefit 
Analysis of Salmon Restoration Projects. 

In this study plan, Dr. Berman, Dr. Boyce, and I have addressed additional coordinating issues 
between other ADF&G divisions. We have also adjusted the cost of the study to reflect Mike Dean's 
suggestion that the full cost of the project should be reflected in the budget. I had previously intended 
to donate my time at no cost to OSIAR. I am including one month of salary, and travel funds for one 
project coordinating trip, for Boyce and Berman in this proposal, a.s well as some funding for data 
manipulation for the Division of Commercial Fisheries. 

Stan Senner raised some very good questions about howES #1 would measure "the economic impacts 
of modifying our management practices and harvest levels to protect wild stocks in oiled streams." 

· Also: "How might such actions as time and area closures to protect wild stocks affect the hatchery 
based-fishery? Do either of the salmon projects as proposed address this question." 

The answer to these questions are: yes ... the work outlined in ES #1 is the only way that Dr. Boyce, 
Berman, and I know of to empirically estimate the relationship between the costs and benefits1 of area 

Stan used the term "economic impacts " in his question. I think that he is referring 
to benefits and costs that as they are defined in welfare economics. The term "impacts" in 
economics generally refers to employment and income data produced by economic impact 
models, such as an input-output model. 



time openings and closings in the salmon fishery. In fact, historical area/time openings and closings 
for salmon (available by district in area management reports) are key pieces of data in ES #1. The 
cost model is structured to explain how altered openings and closings would change short run fishing 
patterns and in turn, how the costs of the fishing fleet would increase or decrease, in the short run 
and long run. Additionally, the demand model would be used to compute the change in revenue to 
the fishing fleet of reduced catches from the hatchery stock and possibly future increased catches from 
the wild stocks. Of course the biologists would have to provide information on population feedbacks 
from the short run reduction in exploitation of wild stocks, long run changes in population size of wild 
stocks, change in the harvests of enhanced stocks, and changes in th(~ cost of evaluation, management 
and monitoring. 

Boyce, Berman and I would be happy to provide a detailed discussion of how the modeling and 
simulations would allow for this restoration option to be evaluated. A discussion in a meeting setting 
with the three principal investigators of ES #1, and staff from OSIAR and RPWG would be the most 
efficient way to present a primer on how this modeling would be applied to restoration policy 
questions. I would also be happy to attend a meeting with you, Mike and Stan to explain how this 
study would work and discuss how economics can be integrated with the restoration studies to evaluate 
costs in relation to the benefits. 

Stan has also indicated that the RPWG has other economic needs and listed that some of those needs 
included "nuts and bolts things like costs estimation, not sophisticated models." I would like to point 
out, however, that the sport :[lsh economic modeling project proposed will be using the discrete choice 
models from the South Central study, which is one of the most sophisticated non-market models that 
exists in resource economics today. A CRA Y super-computer was required to calibrate the models. 
I think that the sportfish project should be carried out, and would produce some useful analysis that 
would be as helpful to fishery managers as ES #1. My point is that sophisticated models are 
sometimes required to make precise and reliable economic projections that can withstand scrutiny. 

As you can see from the attachments, (appendix 1 and 2) that detail the equations and methods for 
this ES #1, John Boyce, Matt Berman and I have already invested a great deal of effort in satisfying 
the information requests for this proposed study. The coordination of the project and finalizing the 
RSA' s will require a face to face meeting with Boyce, Berman, Schelle (of CFEC) and me in Juneau. 
Some, travel funding assistance with this step would be helpful. Approximately$ 1,400.00 should 
be sufficient for the first meeting which I would like to schedule within a week. 

Matt Berman pointed out to me that the Reimbursable Services Agreement is the legally binding 
document that is conventionally used for ISER and UAF studies on economics. It would be better 
for the University, if The Detailed Work Plan was an attachment to an RSA, which would eventually 
be signed by the Chancellor of each campus. 

I believe that ES #1 will assist in evaluating costs and benefits of immediate salmon restoration studies 
and implementation projects identified in the second Federal Register notice. This study will also 
assist in identifying costs and benefits of salmon restoration that the~ RPWG may wish to carry out in 
the future. Finally, ES #1 will provide valuable insights on commercial fishing costs that the Alaska 
State Board of Fish, and the State Legislature would find useful in unraveling the current crisis that 
salmon fisheries are in now. Finally, ES #1 does not duplicate or overlap with any economic studies 
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related to the AG offices Litigation on the EVOS. 

If you have comments or questions please contact me. 

cc: 
Jeff Koenings 
Robert Burkett 
Johnny Holland 



TITLE: Cost-Benefit Analysis of Salmon Restoration Projects. 

Project I.D. Number: 
Name of Project Leader(s): 

Matt Berman P.h. D., John Boyce P.h. D., Jeff Hartman 

Lead Agencies: 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, F.R.E.D. Division 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks, School of Management 
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University of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic Research, Anchorage 

Cooperating Agencies: 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Comm. Fish. 
Commercial fishery Entry Commission 

Cost of Proposal (for Each agency): 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game: $10,650 (project management, data preparation, RSA 
development, and study product review). 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks: $20,000 (model development, testing, simulations, reporting) 

University of Alaska, ISER: $20,000 (model development, testing, simulations, reporting) 

Commercial Fishery Entry Commission $3,000 (acquisition of fish ticket file data and reports) 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks and/or ISER, $15,000 (combining of demand and cost model 
into computer software, simulation of 15 or more restoration cases, reporting of results in 
formal report). 

Total $68,650 

Dates of Project Implementation: 
To begin on October 1, 1991 and to be completed on June 30, 1992. 

Location of Project Implementation: 
Analysis will be carried out at Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau AK. 

Signature of Financial officer(s): 
To be completed in RSA process. 

Note; The legally binding document with UAF and UAA will be a Reimbursable Services Agreement. 



II. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of Economic Study #1 (ES #1) Cost-Benefit Analysis of Salmon Restoration Projects. 
is to assist in the restoration of the economic benefits provided by the salmon resources affected in 
the EVOS, and to increase the value of those resources to the fishing industry and to society of the 
investments in restoration. More specifically, ES #1 is designed to evaluate "the relationship of the 
expected costs of the proposed actions to the expected benefits" of salmon restoration, in a manner 
that is consistent with the guidelines of welfare economics and economic criteria in NRDA. 

The primary product of the study would be development of computer software in SAS, and the 
simulation of net benefits for specific salmon restoration projects identified by the Restoration 
Planning Work Group (RPWG). The software, and all associated reports and data would, be the 
property of OSIAR. Simulation results displaying the benefits and costs of specific restoration 
projects would be made by June 30, 1991. The data manipulation, econometric modeling, software 
development, Jl'lodel simulations, and report writing would occur through a cooperative effort between 
the University of Alaska, Anchorage, and the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game, and the Commercial Fishery Entry Commission. 

Ill. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 

Evidence of injury and damage to salmon has been revealed through the NRDA (damage assessment) 
studies under the Clean Water Act. While the most telling evidence is for pink salmon and chum 
salmon in Prince William Sound, other studies are expected to rev1ea.l population level damages for 
other species in regions where hydrocarbons have been observed, or where fisheries were subject to 
emergency closure as a result of the spill. Fishery managers and mstoration planners are proposing 
several studies and implementation projects for the restoration commercial salmon fisheries as 
identified in the Federal Register Notice #2. 

These restoration projects include: 

Restoration Implementation Study #3 Salmonid Stocks and Habitat Restoration (Principal Investigator, 
Mark Willette), Restoration Study #4 Protection of Strategic Fish and Wildlife Habitats and Recreation 
Sites (with respect to the impacts on the value of the commercial salmon fishery), #8 Coded-Wire 
Tagging of Pink Salmon, Restoration Study #9 Prince William Sound Pink Salmon Escapement 
Enumeration. 

Restoration economics study # 1 is designed to provide softwart~ for estimation of net benefits 
specifically of Implementation Study #3 and #4, and probably Restoration Studies #8 and #9. 

This study is also designed to estimate the benefits and costs of other restoration actions that may be 
proposed in the future, including but not restricted to, changes in a:rea/time openings and closings of 
some fisheries, adjustments gear restraints, investments in coded wire tagging, scale pattern analysis, 
enforcement, escapement monitoring, or any other management investment that can be related to an 
increment in short run or long run abundance in salmon fishing districts. Additionally, ES #1 would 
allow for the estimation of commercial fishing benefits and costs of protecting selected critical salmon 
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habitat through changes in land status or land acquisition, rehabilitating affected salmon stocks through 
application of intensive or extensive wild stock rehabiltiation techniques, or relying on natural 
recovery. 

The objective of this study will be to develop all necessary economic software for a cost-benefit 
analysis of Restoration studies that alter (1) abundance of salmon in districts, by species and time, (2) 
changes in area/time openings and closings, and (3) some types of gear restraints, and fleet 
rationalization. ES #1 will also be designed to carry out an immediate evaluation of Implementation 
Restoration study 3. The analysis in ES #1 will include the formulation and testing of a model that 
will project short run and long run fishing costs, development of software from reduced form 
equations to use in CBA simulations of restoration project outcomes, and combining of the cost 
functions with other existing salmon demand models to estimate the Net Benefits of a sample of 
selected restoration projects for the purpose of estimating the Net lf»resent Value of the alternatives. 

Classical cost-benefit analysis (CBA) will be applied to evaluate: the net economic benefits and 
tradeoffs between these proposed restoration activities. Estimates of the net economic benefits (as 
measured by the producer surplus) for proposed salmon restoration will depend on how the changes 
in salmon stock size, management actions and market prices will affect fishing behavior and marginal 
costs of producers and government. 

This cost/benefit analysis for will consist of five components: (1) Restoration project production 
function and production assumptions (provided by biologists) (2) population-growth model for the 
restoration of the wild stock that is linked to fishing exploitation (provided by biologists), (3) a 
demand model, (4) a fishing-cost model, and (5)a software package: that combines components 2 and 
3 in a CBA system that is capable of estimating the net present value of various projects. A key 
component of this study is the development of a model for determining the marginal costs of catching 
the restored salmon population. Fishing costs are the largest single social cost in most of the world's 
regulated fisheries. Long run fishing costs in Alaska's salmon fishery probably dwarf the social costs 
of managing fisheries, yet fishing costs are the least understood component of producer costs affecting 
the value of Alaska's salmon fisheries. 

To conduct a cost-benefit analysis fishing costs, must be determined in the short run and the long run. 
In the short run, a restoration action may encourage salmon fishermen to direct more fishing effort 
(a function of gear, boat size, horse power, crew size, etc.) into a specific statistical area and away 
from another statistical area (or alternative fishing opportunity). With the existing restraints on 
salmon fishing in place, these short-run increases in marginal costs may be smaller than potential 
short-run rents from the project. In the long run, fishermen can be expected to increase fishing effort 
even if new vessels are not allowed to enter the fishery. Currently, economists can only provide 
informed guesses of the magnitude of short run and long run fishing costs in Alaska's salmon fishery. 
These issues can only be emperically answered by examining the v~essel-level data that are contained 
in fish ticket and license operators' files. 
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Methods: 

-Restoration Production Assumptions and population level effects. 

Dr. Mark Willette will project the operating and construction costs of candidate restoration 
alternatives identified in Restoration Implementation study project #3. He will also develop 
projections of the change in the catch by district and month between the starting year of the 
alternative and for 30 years into the future. The projections for each candidate restoration 
alternative will be forwarded to James Brady of the Division of Commercial Fisheries, who 
will compute any increases or decreases in the costs of managing fisheries that might result 
from the project. In the absence of a formal management cost estimate from the Division of 
Commercial Fisheries, it will be assumed that the average costs of management in a region 
will be equal to the marginal cost for this enhancement proj(~f. 

Other restoration studies, or projects will need to generate similar projections of catch and 
public costs to evaluate the associated social costs and benefits. 

-Demand Model for Salmon Fisheries 

The demand model created by Dr. John Boyce, called: A Comparison of Demand Models for 
Alaska Salmon will be used for projecting prices and price responsiveness for all projects. An 
unrelated economic study currently funded by the Alaska State Legislature may provide an 
improved set of demand models to use for Alaska salmon. The University contractors will 
agree upon a set of the best demand models that are available at the time to apply to each 
fishing region and species. 

-Cost Model for Salmon Fisheries 

Economic theory suggests that fishermen's behavior will be driven by their desire to earn 
economic profits. This means that fishermen will participate in fisheries that they perceive as 
being the best alternative available to them. The cost to them of remaining in that fishery will 
depend upon what it costs them to fish, relative to their earnings in that fishery, and what they 
are giving up by not fishing in some other area. These costs can be inferred from entry/exit 
decisions (such as switching from one fishery to another). Fishing entry/exit decisions, and 
thus fishing costs will also be affected by the abundance of fish in a fishery. A restoration 
project may alter these decisions and costs, and in turn, the fishing costs of restoration projects 
can be explained through entry\exit behavior. Finally, a profitability model of various fisheries 
can be combined with a fishing cost model derived from entry\exit information to determine 
the net benefits of restoration activities. A more detailed description of the equations for both 
approaches are attached in Appendix 1 and 2. 

2 Average management costs are the mean annual ADF&G regional management budget 
for salmon divided by the mean annual lbs. of salmon harvested ln the region. 



-Data available for fishing cost model: 

The purpose of this cost modeling component is to calculate the marginal cost of fishing, using 
inferential techniques from data in the Commercial Fishery Entry Commission fish ticket files 
and vessel license operators' files. Fish ticket files provide harvest information by statistical 
area and species for each operator. The license file reveals how many fisheries the operator 
participates in and includes detailed information of vessel characteristics. It may be necessary 
to access data from several fisheries in order to develop a structural model form that predicts 
fishing behavior. These data bases are confidential and modeling exercises, as well as 
published simulations, must be designed around these constraints. 

-Fishing Cost Model form and testing: 

Two methods have been used to estimate the critical values of expected revenues necessary for 
fishermen to remain in the fishery or to enter a fishery. The first of these was used by Boyce 
(1990). It involves constructing the theoretical supply curv€~S for the industry and using the 
equilibrium conditions that the number of fishermen that ent1er an area or switch into an area 
will be such that no single fisherman can profit by changing the decision, given the way in 
which the rest of the fishermen have acted. This method aggregates across fishermen and 
deals with the problem of heterogeneous fishermen only looking at the shape of the supply 
curve. The main advantage of this method is that it allows for a simple formulation of the 
expectations of revenues held by fishermen. The expected revenues are postulated to be a 
function of the number of fishermen and the size of the biomass. A different equation is 
specified for the biomass where it grows as the run of salmon reaches its peak and then 
declines afterwards. Thus, escapement data is also necessary for this analysis. 

The second method utilizes specific data from each vessel and estimates the probability that 
a discrete action will occur (stay in the fishery, exit the fishery, or switch to an alternative 
location) based on what is known about the fisherm~'s opportunity set. This technique, 
which is borrowed from the recreational demand literature, has the advantage of not hiding any 
information in the aggregation process. That is, variations in fishermen based on historical 
patterns, capital characteristics, and the available set of permits can be used to estimate the 
actions of the individual fishermen. The disadvantages are that this method requires analyzing 
much larger data sets and that it also requires that the cost functions then be constructed by 
aggregating based on the probabilities of each decision by each agent. 

The determination of which method to use is a decision that has to be made by the researchers after 
a preliminary analysis of the data is constructed. 

This project will have 9 major steps: 
1. Identifying relevant fisheries based on the regions and districts of probable restoration 
projects. 
2. Obtaining the relevant fish ticket and vessel license file data from CFEC 
3. Summarizing portions of the fish ticket file and license/vessel file in the form of reports 
that are usable and consistent with confidentiality regulations; 
4. Merging the vessel and fish ticket files. 
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5.Formulation of the structural model and testing; 
6.Development of software from reduced form equations to use in CBA simulations of 
restoration project outcomes; 
7. Combining software of demand model and cost models in SAS so that NPV of projects can 
be projected. 
8. Application of CBA using the demand models and cost models to estimate the Net Benefits 
of a sample of selected restoration projects, for the purpose of estimating the Net Present 
Value of the alternatives. 
9. Documentation of models in a report, and instructions for using software. 

IV. SCHEDULES AND PLANNING 

As soon as funding is made available, John Boyce, Matt Berman, Jeff Hartman, and Kurt Schelle will 
meet in Juneau to determine our combined data needs and what CFEC's role will be. This schedule 
would have to be altered if additional review steps were imposed. 

Major activities and target dates (assuming the project begins in October 15, 1991, would be: 

1. Scoping meeting to coordinate CFEC data collection and manipulation: Sept 27. 
2. RSA Written, reviewed and signed by both University Campust~s: October 15, 1991. 
3. Obtain data from fish ticket and vessel license files and match by SSN: Nov 15. 
4. Compile data on reasoning openings and area closures: November 30. 
5. Form specific data sets for estimation: December 31. 
6. Estimate cost function with various approaches as described: April 30. 
7. Select the cost model methods that work best for a given fishery, and appropriate demand model 
from available studies: May 15th. 
8. Mark Willette to provide projections of project costs from data gathered on Implementation 
Restoration Study #3: May 1, 1991. 
9. Mark Willette to provide projections of additional management costs that would result from the 
proposed projects, after review by Division of Commercial Fisheric!s, May 15, 1991. 
10. Combine model software on salmon Demand (Boyce 1990) or (next best substitute) with cost. 
model, in SAS simulation framework capable of estimating a NPV for relevant time horizon: May 
30th. 
11. Run simulations on candidate restoration projects. June 15th . 

. 12. Write report (one section from John Boyce, one section from Matt Berman, and one from Jeff 
Hartman: June 30. 

V. NEPA/PERMIT STATUS 

Not Applicable 

VI. BUDGET 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game: $10,650 (project management, data preparation, RSA 
development, contract development, and study product review). 
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Includes $6,250 for one month salary for Economist II FRED Division, $3,000 for 3 
weeks API, C (programmer) in the Division of Commercial Fisheries, $1,400 for 1 
project coordination meeting with Boyce and Berman. 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks: $20,000 (model development, testing, simulations, reporting) 

University of Alaska, ISER: $20,000 (model development, testing, simulations, reporting) 

Commercial Fishery Entry Commission $3,000 (acquisition of fish ticket file data and reports) 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks and FRED Division and/or ISER and FRED Division, 
$15,000 (combining of demand and cost model into computer software, simulation of up to 
15 restoration cases, reporting of results in formal report). 

Includes $5,000 for creating simulation software by University of Alaska Fairbanks, or 
University of Anchorage, ISER through RSA. Also up to $10,000 for immediate simulation 
of up to 15 projects (assumed to be approximately $650 each) and reporting results of 
simulations in a report. Number of simulations and the simulation costs may be less than this, 
depending on how many need to be completed in FY 92. 

Total $68,650 

VII. MONITORINGPROGRAM 

Not Applicable 

VIII. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS 

13 pages of detailed resumes are available for: 

Matthew D. Berman 
Associate Professor of Economics, Institute of Social and Economic Research 
School of Business and Public Affairs 
University of Alaska Anchorage 
3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage Alaska 99508 

John R. Boyce 
Associate Professor of Economics, Department of Economics 
School of Management 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 997750-1070 

Jeff Hartman 
Economist 
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TWO MEmODS OF EsTIMATION OF EFF'oKT SUPPLY IN A COM:.\!UCW. SAI.Mos FlsBE::RY 

Introdnctiou 

JobnBoyce 
Uui-vei:Sity of Alaska Fafrl:lanks 

Cost -benefit analytis tor: issues relating to altering species mixes., affecting timini o! nms, changing the 
length of season opemlings, or redndng the variance in nm sizes across years all hive in common a need for 
bowing tbc costs~ by fisbe:nnCD.. For example. if species mixes are altered. say by an incn::ase in the 
n~ oflow valaed. hatchaics raised species relative tbc nvmbers ofbi~ valued wild stocks m a 
particular area, this affects tbe n:tmllS TD fishermen in that area. If the retiiiil$ were to deo:ease as a result af 
the increase in rhe ratio of balcht:ey mised. tisb.. it is likely lhat some fisbennen will no longer find i! profitable 
ro continue fishi:J2g Jn tbat area. thus the qaestion becomes how many fisberjmen will alter their behavior due 
to che change? To answer this questfon, oae needs to havo an ($lim ate of tbe opportUDity COSlS of :fishennen. 
AJI flsbe.rmen do not have the saute costs of fisbin&. Some wfill» very sensitive to changes in the mums to a 
pan:iaUar area, others wm nor. This sensitivity to chan~ is a reflection of the. ilnpllch oppol'UUlity costs of 
the individual fisbemltn. 

This paptr develops two modds wbicb. utilize e:dstiftg daJ:a from fish ticket. emcqesu;y older openni:np and 
closings, and tbe vessel ~ files that~ designed to estimate effixt snpply curves. Each model 
makes use of observed data. oo. panicipatioD in fisheries within a panicu1a:r season. !be fim model is a 
'"suucmral eqaadaos. modelcr.t m.akrls use of the ec:ooom.ic eqailibrlam coa4itioos that desaibe 
participatico. or dfott supplydec:isioos. ibis modd assmnes dlat fisbermco continue to enter a fishery as tang 
as lhc ~ Nveuues =ceed the COSIS of doing so. and that fi.sbemlen exit a fishery when they are no 
longer able to cover d:Jefr ccsrs. It atili2es a simulameaas equatioos method equaling the expected xevennes 
with the costs of patticlpatiDa for the last fishC'JEDlal1 panicipatiQg. Tbis model o.ggre6alU OVI:I" individnal 
fishermen. makinr the assmnptica. dm dJe first 1D enu:r are lba,e wiih. me ~owest oppott.unity costs. and that 
the first tc ezit are those with tho highest o~ costs. 

The second rnQdcl is 111 U:ldividual •sequential c.bofcc• D10deL It assumes tbat the decisions made individnals 
are based. on sotue cbar.ic:U:dsl:k observable 10 the eammetridan. and apon some. tbat ate not observable. 
The decisions am assumed to be ddwn by tbc same crUeda. wbedter expecud revenues exceed the 
oppo:ntauity casas of the decision maker~ as fD. me swamal equ.adoos 111odel. However. the data is noc 
apregared over iudivid:oa1s. bat'J3!her loots at tbe actioas of eac:b individual. Followill& the II8IID or the 
sequential polycboeomoas cboice m~ the adiOdS of tbc indiv:idnal are asgmaed to be stocbastk events for 
which me economeaician Is aaanpting co predict lho probabflhy of an action (such as enccring a fisbcty, 
remaining in a fisbay. or exiciDg from Ode) glwn cfwacterisacs about me individaal and the fisbc:ey. 

The stn1CIDI3l eqaalioos model has me advamqe ol explic:tly specifying <:ast and expec::ted revezmc fimctioas 
and tben using equilibrium eondidous 10 obiBiD e:sUmarinJ eqaatioas. However, this model bas the 
disadViJlt3ie othklfna some of die 'l8dalfoD in the dam by d1e a~ process. and of estimating a 
solntion to a sfmultaaeaas set of equazions. which is oftm DOt very !Obu$t. 1be seqaentisl. choice model 
makes usc of an of me dala (!3lber tbaD. some sum"""Y statisitfcs deacribmg me data), bat does not have an 
e.xplicit es(imarfna of a set of paramerms wbich describe me oppoit:uDily costs of ftsbernte4. 

Each model xequires acc.ea 1D the exact s;une data set: both require historical card1 aud effort data from the 
trip tiCkets me. aDd. bod1 xequire vessel ebaract=i11ics dm as ~as kD•:Jwtedge or opening and closing dales 
in ditfemlt areas. The struamal eqaadons model is a priori prefeaed SJ; a model be£anse it explicitly obtains 
paramerer estimates of oppc&amity COSt frmctioas. However. tbc seqgea.dal. cboiee model. wbich will give 
less «qJiicitt'CSDhs. is much (IIQ[C likely 10 praducc an estimate of opportUDity cosrs 1han is the SU'1lCDlDll 
eqaatioos model As tile dam~ for each model is die same. and as each model will reqaire 
COllSU'DCtioa of the same sea ol expeaatioas variables. ca:h modcl will be estimated. Selection of a final 
ll1ode1 wiD depend upon me ability of each Jllodcl tD pxedict par1il;ipation nues in the fishery_ 

~'~ 
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THE SnvC'11JllAL EQu&noNS MonEL 

This is a very brief summary of the sttoctutal equation model far entry and ~ iD a fishery. It is based 
apon l'.be author's 1990 Ph.D. dlssemuicm., with m.odifieadons fot the data availability with respect to Aiasb.n 
fisheru:& 

The model consists of four basic equations: 1) a prodDai011 f\mction eqomion. 2) an equadou of motion for 
the biomass. 3) and e:dting cost equation. and 4) and entry cost equatico. In additio~ the.re are sevetal 
expectations eqaaiioos plus a set ot cquilibrinm i.de1ldl:fcs. These eqgatlons axe developed below. 

The main assumpdoos of tbe model3le as foUows. 1) there exists a aowdirtg ~so thai as tbC 
number of fisbetm.en in a disuict ~an else held. CXJDS18nt, tbe. Q>tJE, declines: 2.) fishermett are 
bomopneoas iD their prodactive capabUiliea, bot differ in temiS of the perom..ived opportUility costs or fishing; 
3) .fi.sbennea will exit ao. za. it~ .revenues ~less than the opparmnily eosrs of rezna;ning ill the 
ftsbery; and 4) fishermen will eater" an a.tee. as long as it is~ that~ tevennes will exceed. the 
costs ofemering aDd participuing m me fishery. 

~ ProdudfDD Funetioa 

The production fancrioo. equadon assumes 1bat tbc ca&ch in di.sUia ion da~f tis linear in the biomass :ri,J:t and 
quadmtic in tbe 12IIIDbet offtshennm oa tbe grouuds. "'.:- The equat.iOD is:: 

(1) '"' - <cuu + tsn;)~Jr.t+ "Lr 

where Yi,i. is the tDCa1 carch in 8ft'.& I oa day c, and "l.l is a raDdom distm:bauce. The patame'er a is interpreted 

as the average (per fisbermeu) map;:itlal product of m addilional unit of tbe biomass. The parameter~ is 
interpreted as tbe "crowding~ paramettz. This par:am.er.er may vary across areas dne so physical 
cba.tacteristics ottbe axeL '!"be 1JI'Odoc1:ioa nmaiou may bo ~ in tmns of the individual fishennan., 

(.2) zi.t = y;}n;,; = =;,: -1o Plti.t + 11;jni.t' 

(2') zi.t = axi,t + fSn.~;t + vlJ..t 

where:;., represaus the c:aadl pee aait effott (aUE). aadv1.i.l represems the h~c dismlbance 
=m. '1be valDe of lbe carcb per tmit effan: is oblained by multiplyillg (2') by the ave~age price per potmd of 
fish, weigtued by me species axaposid.oa oftbe :nm. This price MD. be discussed below in the sectioo on 
expeaed revenae& 

The Biomass Equadoa oi'Modoa 

1be biolnass is assumed 10 flow dlmagh tbe ma. on ir.'s spawninemiglas:iou.. 1be eqaadou of motion for the 
biomass is denoced: 

(3) .T(.t = .%;,-1 + lJI;.,-1 - .ri;l-1 - >'l.t-1 + v2.i.z • 

where z~1 is 1hc biomass mnfrinina in the .ea from me previous period, lnc.t-t is 1be biomass migration 

illUl the area Jn the previous rime period. si.l-1 is me bbuass cscapcmem in the previous time peri.od. and vUt 

is an lJDObscrveG l'aDdom. dis!mba:Dce tetm.. Only ~em is obso:vable lO the ecoacmecrician. Migration 

4: 00-i 
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into the area is UDObserved,. but can be as5mlled to depend upon tbe time since the nm began. The ma.g:ration 
data can be obtaiDed by avc-agiag over the bistory of the nms., taking into aco[JUI]t things snch as the 
perlodidly of cenain species ss weD. as the species mix... The error te:nn then accounts for annual differences 
in the average migration.. impl}'illa that ernxs in a particnlar mn are likely to be pOsiti:vely c.ocrelated with the 
cz:ror: in the pr:evioos day. 

The Expeded. Revtllll~ Fundioos 

The expected stocks in time t-1. ZiJ-t• can be derived by inverting the prodrumn function., lagged one 

period, ie., 

{4) E(xi.r-t~.r-t.Yi.r-l.ni.r-1) = (1/a)~i.r-l - @fa)ni.t-1· 

Asstunirtg that the historical a.ves:age is a &ooci indicator of the m-mi&nU:foo. alld that escapement and total 
caiCh me known to an fishemten. tbe expeaed biomass in time l is then 

(5) ~t.Yi.t-t~t.Mu-t.Si.t-tJ = ~tlti.l-t.Yi.r-tllu-t) + lnju-1 - Su-t - Yi,I:-1 

(S') • (1/a.)Z';,...t - (13/a)lli.H + "\1--1 - 3i.l-1 - Yu-t• 

where tbe distnJbanc:8 umn drsappems due to 1:Ja:rini an expected value of u.ro. The expected revenues to an 
individual ofp81'1icipatiflg in the &hesy are then ~by substitucing fi:om (S) into the prodQction 
functioa {'2j. Yieldina 

(6) E(z;,A.,-t.Yi,t-t,llj,..t.mu-t..ri.t-tJ = Z;,..t - ~i.r-1 + a<m.u-t -· sf.t-1 - Yi,:-t) + ~ + v'Mt' 

wbeu the c:trar term is incla«.frA:: to dcDote t11e economettic e:nor in estimating tbe ~ nwenae function. 
Expected revenues me daive4 by maltiplyiaJ ead1 variable oo the rlsht hand side of (6) by the species 
weigbtM average price. 

The Cost Fmd:ioas 

There are two COlt toncdons &o be coasidc:red. 1be lint is a variable cost faoctiou. It is assmned tbl1 
fishezmen have d.iffclrco.t costs of fi.sbiDc and dlat fisbmneo wilh higber oppammity costs are the ones who 
will be fiat ro em. Tbe vadab1c COli: tnaaion is givefl by tbe followUI& 

(1) c(ll;) • • + ~ + <1lh.t + v4J.to 

wbta ~ eqaals m. oppoduaity coet oftbe lllOSt eBicieat WISSel. m is the iDcrememal cost assodar.ed wi!h 
adctinr·an additiooalveasel. <ris a vec;~~r of pmmeua xeladng cmrs to summary vessel c:!wactmisdcs of the 
active fleet. q;,r wbidl may include dill sach IS avaqe lloaepowcl". ~ lUIDlbec of days on the grounds, 
and odler dam compiled. from tile ftSSIIl dam me and the hfstodcal fish tickets me (dlese variables will be 
selected by mcta4iag da&a whicl1 e:qJIIias lbe obaerved di:smiblnces from a model DOl indudinl tbat data). 
The u.rJeZpJafned dJsl:mbaDces are <'lliWtfntd ill tbe eaor t&:nD v .fJ.r 

The ~cry eoa furl~ will be Similar to die a.itiP& eoc fauaioa, bat 1rill auanpc to capcm:e cbe cosu 
associated wi:dl. traveJlinl to a panfcular azea. As tho costs have to be ft~ over tbe earire opeaing. the 
length of tbe remaining opeoing will be nsed. as a sbifta: in tbe entry COS[ flmctioD. 1'his fuaetioa will be 
csrimaiJ'Id by aliDea:t appraximatioll. 

~'Hij. 
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DRAFT DRAFT DRAFT DRAFT 

CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT 
CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION 

~i.e 

Dru~FT 

I. Applicability of DOI regulations. 

A. The MOA (settlement) provides that the governments do not 
elect to be bound by the DOI regulations. 

B. The definition of restoration in the MOA differs from 
that in the DOI regulations: 

1.[Restoration includes "restoration, rehabilitation, X and/or acquisition of equivalent natural resources 
and the services those resources provide to ·the 
baseline." 43 CFR 11.82 

2. Restoration means any action which endeavors to 
"restore to their prespill condition any natural 
resource injured, lost, or destroyed as a result of 
the Oil Spill and the services provided by that 
resource or which substitutes for the injured, lost 
or destroyed resource and affected services. 
Restoration includes all phases of injury 
assessment, restoration, replacement, and 
enhancement of natural resources, and acquisition 
of equivalent resources and services. MOA paragraph 
II. K. 

c. Portions of the regulations have been disapproved by the 
D.c. Circuit Court of Appeals in Ohio v. DOI. Those 
portions have been redrafted and circulated for comment. 
The comments are currently being reviewed. 

II. The proposed regulations provide for the development of a 
"Restoration and Compensation Determination Plan." 

A. The trustees must develop a reasonable number of 
restoration alternatives, the purpose of which is to: 

a. Return the injured natural resource to its 
baseline condition. 

b. Return the level of services provided to the 
public by the natural rE~source to its baseline 
level. 
(1) Services means 11 the physical and 

biological functions performed by the 
resources includilng the human uses of 



those functions. These services are ·the 
result of the physical, chemical, or 
biological quality of the resource." 43 
CFR 11.14. 

c. Baseline means the condition or conditions 
that would have existed at the. assessment area 
had the discharge not occurred. 

B. Factors to consider in developing a restoration plan: 

1. Technical feasibility. 

2. Cost/benefits analysis (discussion is from the 
Preamble and Response to Comments. 

a. The benefits from implementation of an 
alternative should be considered 11both in 
terms of recovery of the resource and benefits 
to the public that would result." 

b. 11The trustee should weig·h circumstances unique 
to each assessment against the expected 
alternative costs. such circumstances might 
include seasonal conditj.ons, e.g. long winters 
resulting in a short field sampling seasons 
requiring extra personnel, overtime, and high 
travel costs. All relevant considerations 
that might affect the weighing of costs and 
benefits should be taken into account by the 
trustee on a case-by-case basis. 

c. 'This determination of the relationship of 
costs to benefits is not an attempt to define 
in quantitative terms, as suggested by the 
court, what costs might be "grossly 
disproportionate" to the value of the services 
lost. Instead, the proposed revision would 
require that all of the various factors listed 
be considered by the trustee in selecting the 
most appropriate alternatives for restoration, 
rehabilitation, replacement, andjor 
acquisition of equivalent resources. Tbese 
factors, when considered together, would 
encompass the "grossly disproportiona.te" 
determination suggest by the court. • The 
regulations do not set out a numeri.cal 
standard for grossly Cllisproportionate. The 
response to comments states that: "['I~] he 
determination is left to the judgment of the 
trustee based upon a comparison of the 
expected costs of restoration, rehabilitation, 
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